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1  Introduction 

This Scientific Background Document B (SBD-B) describes new and ongoing developments 
and research areas of relevance for the future development of Chapter III (‘Mapping critical 
levels for vegetation’) of the Modelling and Mapping Manual of the Convention on Long-
range Transboundary Air Pollution (LRTAP), specifically regarding ozone (O3) critical levels 
for vegetation. Chapter 3 of the manual was prepared under the leadership of the ICP 
Vegetation and was fully revised to include updates to critical levels for O3 agreed at the 
30th ICP Vegetation Task Force Meeting, 14-17 February, 2017, Poznan, Poland. The 
revised version of Chapter 3 was published in April 2017 on the ICP Vegetation website 
(http://icpvegetation.ceh.ac.uk). Some of the material included in SBD-B was included in 
the background document for the UNECE Ozone Critical Level Workshop, 7 – 8 November 
2016, Madrid, Spain. However, the methodologies described in SBD-B were not considered 
robust enough yet or require further validation before they can be included in Chapter 3 of 
the Modelling and Mapping Manual. Included in SBD-B are also parameterisations of the 
DO3SE model for additional crop species for which flux-effect relationships are currently not 
robust enough to derive flux-based critical levels at the European scale or for forest tree 
species for which the parameterisations of the DO3SE model are for based on experiments 
with young trees to assess impacts. 

SBD-B contains information on: 

 DO3SE model parameterisation for additional crop (Chapter 2) and forest tree 
species (Chapter 3); 

 Handling soil moisture impacts on O3 fluxes in the EMEP MSC-W model 
(Chapter 4); 

 O3 flux-effect relationships for the net annual increment of forest trees 
(Chapter 5); 

 Improved methods for the assessment of crop and tree phenology: methods 
for determining the accumulation period for calculating stomatal O3 fluxes 
and changes in a future climate (Chapter 6 - 8); 

 Random effects method applied to O3 flux-effect relationships (Chapter 9); 

 Epidemiological analysis as a tool to evaluate O3 impacts on vegetation at 
the landscape level (Chapter 10); 

 Interactions between ozone exposure and nitrogen application in crops 
(Chapter 11); 

 Guidelines for gap filling in data required for flux modelling (Chapter 12).  
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2 DO3SE model parameterisations for additional crop species 

2.1 Introduction 

The 27th ICP Vegetation Task Force meeting (Paris, 2014) approved new O3 stomatal flux 
parameterisations for grapevine, maize, soybean and sunflower. However, not enough 
effects data is available yet for these species to establish flux effect relationships. 

Method of data selection 

The initial, underpinning literature search to identify the relevant peer-reviewed information 
required to establish the species-specific parameterisation was carried according to the 
following criteria:  

A. Experimental studies in field plots; if none found, then search for glasshouse and 
controlled environment growth chamber studies; 

B. Experiments conducted in Europe; if none found, then also consider studies 
conducted in the USA proving that the climate was similar to that found in Europe 
(e.g. no studies performed under sub-tropical climate); 

C. Reporting of gsto and information about measuring device used, leaf area reference 
(total vs. projected) and conditions under which gsto was measured; 

D. Study published after 2005, if species was already searched for in last preliminary 
parameterisation study carried out in 2006.  

 

Derivation of gmax 

The values for gmax were extracted from figures or tables in the peer-reviewed literature. 
Only those studies were included that clearly stated the type of instrument used, the gas for 
which gsto was measured (H2O, CO2 or O3), the reference area (projected or measured), the 
name of the cultivar (European were preferred over North American cultivars; no tropical 
cultivars were used), the age of the plant or leaf used for gsto measurements, the timing of 
the measurements and the climatic conditions during the measuring campaign (field 
experiments were preferred over glasshouse or chamber experiments). Data points 
referring to the total leaf area were recalculated to represent the projected leaf area as 
reference.  

Only those reported gsto values were deemed to represent gmax that were measured under 
non-limiting environmental conditions as clearly stated in the methods section of the 
respective paper. If gmax was reported for water vapour (gmax mmol H2O m-2 PLA s-1), which 
was the case in the majority of papers, it was converted to gmax for O3 (gmax mmol O3 m-2 

PLA s-1) using the conversion factor of 0.663 (Grünhage et al., 2012) to account for the 
difference in the molecular diffusivity of water vapour to that of O3.  

 

2.2 Parameterisation of the O3 stomatal flux model (DO3SE) for grapevine, maize, 

soybean and sunflower 

Parameterisation of the O3 stomatal flux model for additional crops species is provided in 
Table 2.1 

Grapevine (Vitis vinifera) 

The parameterisation of the flux model for grapevine provided in Table 2.1 is considered 
robust. This is due to the use of both published data and gsto measurement datasets that 
have been kindly donated by a number of scientists who have worked with this species in 
the past (Table 2.2). The median gmax value for grapevine is 229 mmol O3 m-2 PLA s-1, with 
a standard deviation of 72 mmol O3 m-2 PLA s-1 (Table 2.1; Figure 2.1). When separating 
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red (n = 17; filled symbols in Figure 2.1) from white (n = 6, empty symbols in Figure 2.1) 
grapevine varieties, the median gmax value and standard deviation were 229 and 72 mmol 
O3 m-2 PLA s-1 respectively for red varieties (i.e. identical to entire dataset) and 205 and 77 
mmol O3 m-2 PLA s-1 respectively for white varieties. In Table 2.1, the parameterisation 
provided is an average of all data available for red and white varieties of grape.  

 

Table 2.1  Parameterisation of the DO3SE model for grapevine, maize, soybean, sunflower.  

Parameter Units Crop species parameterisation – POD6SPEC 

Species 

Common 

name 
Grapevine Maize Soybean Sunflower 

Latin name Vitis vinifera Zea mays Glycine max 
Helianthus 

annuus 

gmax* 
mmol O3 m-2 

PLA s-1 

229 (72) 

(DP: 23; S: 14) 

323 (28) 

(DP: 6; S: 6) 

706 (291) 

(DP: 8; S: 8) 

386 (139) 

(DP: 15; S: 13) 

fmin fraction 0.01 0.05 0.06 0.05 

light_a - 0.0076 0.0048 0.0035 0.002 

Tmin °C 9 2  17 2 

Topt °C 30 25  28 25 

Tmax °C 43 48  38 48 

VPDmax kPa 1.6 0  2.5 1.2 

VPDmin kPa 6.2 5.0  5.3 4.0 

ΣVPDcrit kPa - - - - 

PAWt
i % - - - - 

SWCmax
i % volume - - - - 

SWCmin
i % volume - - - - 

SWPmax MPa -0.35 -0.12  -1.5 -0.25 

SWPmin MPa -1.2 -0.8  -4.0 -1.65 

fO3 

POD0 mmol 

O3 m-2 PLA s-1 

(wheat) 

- - - - 

fO3 AOT0, ppmh 

(potato) 
- 

- - 
- 

fO3 exponent - - -  

Astart_ETS ºC day 105 130 160 150 

Aend_ETS ºC day 270 250 270 250 

Leaf dimension cm 15 10 10 25 

Canopy height m 1.7 2.0 0.65 2.0 

fphen_a fraction 0.2  0.1  0.4  0.6  

fphen_b fraction (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) 

fphen_c fraction 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

fphen_d fraction (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) 

fphen_e fraction 0.2  1  0.4  0.4  

fphen_1_FD no of days 60  15  50  34  

fphen_2_FD no of days (200) (200) (200) (200) 

fphen_3_FD no of days (200) (200) (200) (200) 

fphen_4_FD no of days 45  45  45  34  

The values in brackets represent “dummy” values required for DO3SE modelling purposes. “-“ = parameterisation not 
required for this species. 

* Mean value (and standard deviation) of several data points (DP) and studies (S). 
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Table 2.2  References for the parameterisation of the DO3SE model for grapevine.  

Parameter References for grapevine 

gmax [value – mmol 
O3 m-2 PLA s-1] 

Correia et al., 1995 [305]; Jacobs et al., 1996 [231]; Massman et al., 1994 
[348]; Medrano et al., 2003 [308, 225]; Naor and Wample, 1995 [229]; Patakas 
et al., 2003 [146, 149, 139]; Petit et al., 2008 [179]; Schultz, 2003a [248]; 
Schultz, 2003b [148, 166]; Tramontini et al., 2013 [225, 106]; Vitali et al., 2013 
[232, 212]; Winkel and Rambal, 1990 [292, 371, 239]; Winkel and Rambal, 
1993 [295, 213]; Zsófi et al., 2009 [325] 

fmin Jacobs et al., 1996 

light_a 
Jacobs et al., 1996; Lu et al., 2003; Massman et al., 1994; Schultz, 2003a; 
Winkel and Rambal, 1990; Winkel and Rambal, 1993 

Tmin, Topt, Tmax  
Correia et al., 1995; Flexas et al., 1999; Jacobs et al., 1996; Massman et al., 
1994; Schultz, 2003a; Schultz, 2003b 

VPDmin, VPDmax 
Correia et al., 1995; During, 1987; Jacobs et al., 1996; Massman et al., 1994; 
Medrano et al., 2003; Schultz, 2003a, Vitali et al., 2013 

SWPmin, SWPmax Correia et al., 1995; Quick et al., 1992; Winkel and Rambal, 1993 

Astart_ETS, Aend_ETS Jones et al., 2005 

Leaf dimension, 
canopy height 

Massman et al., 1994 

fphen parameters Correia et al., 1995; Winkel and Rambal, 1993 

 
 

 

Figure 2.1 gmax derivation for grapevine. Filled symbols refer to red cultivars, empty symbols 
refer to white cultivars. The black line represents the median value for the combined 
paramaterisation for both red and white cultivars.  

 

Maize (Zea mays) 

Using data from six studies (Table 2.3), the median gmax value is 323 mmol O3 m-2 PLA s-1, 
with a standard deviation of 28 mmol O3 m-2 PLA s-1 (Table 2.1; Figure 2.2). No recent data 
have been found to parameterise the phenological relationship so here we use the default 
parameterisation provided by Simpson et al. (2003). The flight parameterisation is based on 
seven studies, whereas ftemp, fVPD and fSW are parameterised each based only on one or two 
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studies (Table 2.3). This lack of corroboration by different datasets reduces the certainty of 
the O3 stomatal flux model for maize.  
 

Table 2.3 References for the parameterisation of the DO3SE model for maize.  

Parameter References for maize 

gmax [value – mmol 
O3 m-2 PLA s-1] 

Körner et al., 1979 [343]; Ozier-Lafontaine et al., 1998 [326]; Sinclair et al., 
1975 [386]; Stigter and Lammers, 1974 [321]; Tardieu et al., 1991 [312]; Vitale 
et al., 2007 [312] 

fmin Bethenod and Tardieu, 1990; Sanguineti et al., 1999 

light_a 
Bethenod and Tardieu, 1990; Guilioni et al., 2000; Machado and Lagôa, 1994; 
Olioso et al., 1995; Ozier-Lafontaine et al., 1998; Rochette et al., 1991; Turner 
and Begg, 1973; Vitale et al., 2007 

Tmin, Topt, Tmax  Rodriguez and Davies, 1982; Turner and Begg, 1973 

VPDmin, VPDmax Olioso et al., 1995 

SWPmin, SWPmax Davies et al., 1994; Tardieu et al., 1992 

Astart_ETS, Aend_ETS FAO, AGL (2002); http://www.fao.org  

Leaf dimension, 
canopy height 

FAO, AGL (2002); http://www.fao.org; Simpson et al., 2003  

fphen parameters Simpson et al., 2003 

 

 

Figure 2.2 gmax derivation for maize. The black line represents the median value.  

 

Soybean (Glycine max) 

Most published studies for soybean have been conducted outside Europe, most commonly 
in North America (e.g. from the SoyFACE experiment in Illinois). Only two field studies from 
Europe (Bou Jaudé et al., 2008; Taconet et al., 1995) were deemed suitable for the 
derivation of gmax. Hence, the gmax parameterisation for soybean is based on two European 
and six North American datasets (Table 2.4). A median gmax of 706 mmol O3 m-2 PLA s-1 
and a fairly large standard deviation of 291 mmol O3 m-2 PLA s-1 were derived, based on 
eight data points (Table 2.1, Figure 2.3).  
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Data for the parameterisation of environmental functions was patchy, but various peer-
reviewed studies - together with an Italian primary dataset (Rana, pers. comm.) – enabled 
the derivation of a parameterisation for flight, ftemp, fVPD and ffhen.  

 

Table 2.4 References for the parameterisation of the DO3SE model for soybean.  

Parameter References for soybean 

gmax [value – mmol 
O3 m-2 PLA s-1] 

Bernacchi et al., 2006 [484]; Betzelberger et al., 2012 [716]; Bou Jaudé et al., 
2008 [1064]; Gilbert et al., 2011 [1061]; Gillespie et al., 2012 [696]; Taconet et 
al., 1995 [381]; Ward and Bunce, 1986)[431]; Wilson and Bunce, 1997 [1041] 

fmin Rana, pers. comm. 

light_a Gillespie et al., 2012 ; Rana, pers. comm. 

Tmin, Topt, Tmax  Bernacchi et al., 2006; Bunce, 1998, Rana, pers. comm. 

VPDmin, VPDmax Gilbert et al., 2011; Gillespie et al., 2012, Rana, pers. comm. 

SWPmin, SWPmax Rana, pers. comm. 

Astart_ETS, Aend_ETS Bou Jaudé et al., 2008; Taconet et al., 1995 

Leaf dimension, 
canopy height 

Taconet et al., 1995 

fphen parameters Bernacchi et al., 2006; Bou Jaudé et al., 2008; Gillespie et al., 2012 

 

 

 Figure 2.3 gmax derivation for soybean. The black line represents the median value.  

 

Sunflower (Helianthus annuus) 

The O3 stomatal flux model that was established for sunflower is reasonably robust with the 
exception of ftemp, which could not be parameterised yet due to a lack of data on the 
relationship between gsto and either air or leaf temperature. To overcome this problem, the 
ftemp parameterisation for maize is provided as a substitute.  

A median gmax of 386 mmol O3 m-2 PLA s-1 and a standard deviation of 136 mmol O3 m-2 
PLA s-1 were derived (Table 2.1, Figure 2.4), based on 15 data points from 13 studies 
(Table 2.5). Considering the fairly large number of peer-reviewed studies that contribute to 
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the DO3SE parameterisation for sunflower, this parameterisation is considered to be fairly 
robust.  
 

Table 2.5 References for the parameterisation of the DO3SE model for sunflower.  

Parameter References for sunflower 

gmax [value – mmol 
O3 m-2 PLA s-1] 

Connor and Jones, 1985 [353]; Csajbók et al., 2008 [226]; Hirasawa et al., 1995 
[514]; Körner et al., 1979 [419; 386; 386]; Quick et al., 1992 [381]; Rivelli et al., 
2002 [586]; Schurr et al., 1992 [431]; Steduto et al., 2000 [732]; Turner et al., 
1984 [351]; Turner et al., 1985 [404]; Wample and Thornton, 1984 [254]; Ward 
and Bunce, 1986 [424];  Wookey et al., 1991 [166] 

fmin Hirasawa et al., 1995 

light_a Fay and Knapp, 1996; Turner, 1970 

Tmin, Topt, Tmax  Maize parameterisation used as default 

VPDmin, VPDmax Teubner, 1985; Turner et al., 1984; Ward and Bunce, 1986 

SWPmin, SWPmax 
Fambrini et al., 1994; Gollan et al., 1986; Hirasawa et al., 1995; Quick et al., 
1992; Sadras et al., 1993; Zhang and Davies, 1989 

Astart_ETS, Aend_ETS 
Putnam et al. (2017): Alternative Field Crops Manual  
http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/afcm/sunflower.html 

Leaf dimension, 
canopy height 

Putnam et al. (2017): Alternative Field Crops Manual  
http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/afcm/sunflower.html 

fphen parameters Angadi and Entz, 2002; Connor and Jones, 1985; Wookey et al., 1991 

 
 

 

Figure 2.4 gmax derivation for sunflower. The black line represents the median value.  

 

2.3 Additional published parameterisations of DO3SE for local-scale application in   

the Mediterranean: barley, bean and lettuce 

The papers listed below have been published in the peer-reviewed literature and contain 
O3 stomatal flux parameterisations. They have not been approved by the ICP Vegetation 
Task Force for use on a European scale, but are included here as a useful reference for 
those wishing to conduct a local-scale risk assessment in the Mediterranean region.  

http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/afcm/sunflower.html
http://www.hort.purdue.edu/newcrop/afcm/sunflower.html
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Barley (Hordeum vulgare) 

Gerosa, G., Marzuoli, R., Cieslik, S., Ballarin-Denti, A., 2004. Stomatal ozone fluxes over a 
barley field in Italy. “Effective exposure” as a possible link between exposure-and flux-
based approaches. Atmospheric Environment 38, 2421-2432. 

Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) 

Gerosa, G., Marzuoli, R., Rossini, M., Panigada, C., Meroni, M., Colombo, R., Faoro, F., 
Iriti, M., 2009b. A flux-based assessment of the effects of ozone on foliar injury, 
photosynthesis, and yield of bean (cv. Borlotto Nano Lingua di Fuoco) in open-top 
chambers. Environmental Pollution 157, 1727-1736.  

Lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) 

Goumenaki, E., González-Fernández, I., Papanikolaou, A., Papadopoulou, D., Askianakis, 
C., Kouvarakis, G., Barnes, J., 2007. Derivation of ozone flux-yield relationships for 
lettuce: A key horticultural crop. Environmental Pollution 146, 699-706. 

Marzuoli, R., Finco, A., Chiesa, M., Gerosa, G., 2016. A dose-response relationship for 
marketable yield reduction of two lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) cultivars exposed to 
tropospheric ozone in Southern Europe. Environmental Science and Pollution Research, 
1-10. 

 

For lettuce, the parameterisation provided by Goumenaki et al. (2007) can also be applied 
in the Atlantic region as represented by the UK. Both Goumenaki et al. (2007) and Marzuoli 
et al. (2016) reported significant flux-effect relationships for marketable lettuce yield. 
Marzuoli et al. (2016) obtained the best regression fit using an instantaneous flux threshold 
of 6 nmol O3 m-2 s-1 (POD6SPEC), i.e. the same threshold value as for wheat, potato and 
tomato. In contrast, Goumenaki et al. (2007) obtained the best regression fit using an 
instantaneous flux threshold of 0 or 1 nmol O3 m-2 s-1, with a significant flux-effect 
relationship being observed up to a threshold of 4 nmol O3 m-2 s-1. Further analysis of 
available data for lettuce is required to parameterise DO3SE and develop a flux-effect 
relationship for application at the European scale, such that a critical level for marketable 
lettuce yield can be derived. Marzuoli et al. (2016) derived a critical level of 1 mmol O3 m-2 
(POD6SPEC) for a 15% marketable yield loss in their study. 

González-Fernández et al. (2016) studied the effects of O3 on the marketable yield of the 

leafy vegetables spinach (Spinacia oleracea L.) and Swiss chard (Beta vulgaris L. var. 

cycla) under Mediterranean conditions. They concluded that leafy vegetables can be more 

sensitive to O3 than other horticultural crops such as tomato. Hence, it is recommended to 

further analyse available data on O3 flux-effect relationships to potentially establish flux-

based critical levels for the marketable yield of leafy vegetables for application at the 

European scale (or at least for the Mediterranean region). 

 

2.4 O3-sensitivity of crops based on 7h mean O3 data 

A wide range in sensitivity to O3 has been shown for different crops (Hayes and Mills, 2011). 
Earlier versions of Chapter 3 included the O3 sensitivity index for crops published by Mills 
et al., 2007. This index has been updated here based on data published since 2007. The 
update uses published values for the most commonly reported concentration-based O3 
indices, the 7h or 8h mean. Hayes and Mills (2011) collated data from published papers 
where two or more O3 treatments had been used. The exposure facilities used were mainly 
open-top chambers, although occasionally other methods were used, including 
glasshouses, controlled environment chambers, closed-top field chambers and field 
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fumigation. Only papers that included measurements relating to crop yield were included in 
the database. For the purposes of this study, only food crops were considered; information 
relating to crops such as cotton, tobacco and biofuels was not included. Searches in 
published papers for data on the yield in response to O3 were also made for durum wheat, 
pumpkin, sunflower, rye, triticale, buckwheat, apples, millet, sorghum, carrot, lemon, 
cassava and chickpea. However, no suitable studies on the response of yield to O3 were 
found for these crops. 

For each crop, O3 parameters were collated as given in the relevant paper. The vast majority 
of studies presented 7h mean data. For the very rare cases when this was not presented in 
the paper, the 7h mean was calculated using the exposure information available. For ease 
of analysis, 8h mean O3 concentrations were considered to be the same as 7h mean 
concentrations as any differences were likely to be very small. Data from ICP Vegetation 
biomonitoring sites show that there is a close correlation between 7h mean and 12h mean 
O3 data, with an r2 of 0.98 with data from 2010, enabling publications with O3 data only 
presented as 12h means to be used in the database. 

For each individual study, data were compiled using the Fuhrer (1994) method: for each 
experiment, regression analysis of yield versus O3 exposure (7h mean) was used to 
calculate the absolute yield at zero O3 exposure. Where more than one variety was used, 
the absolute yield at zero O3 exposure was calculated separately for each variety. The 
relative yield for each O3 treatment used was then calculated for each observation of 
absolute yield. Therefore, a value of less than one indicates that there was a reduction in 
yield in that treatment. For each crop, relative yield was plotted against O3 concentration (7 
hour mean), using data from all relevant experiments, to determine a dose-response 
relationship. For all crops a linear dose-response relationship was assumed for comparison 
of O3 sensitivity across crop species. The significance of the regression line of this dose-
response relationship was determined using Minitab (version 16). Crops were grouped into 
sensitivity classes based on the slope of the regression, using the following classification 
(Table 2.6): 

- Sensitive: slope <-0.004; 

- Moderately sensitive: slope of -0.002 to -0.004; 

- Moderately resistant: slope of -0.001 to -0.002; 

- Resistant: slope >-0.001. 

The most O3-sensitive agricultural crop species include legumes such as peas and beans, 

soybean and the cereal wheat. Maize, rice and potato are moderately sensitive, whereas 

oat is moderately resistant (Table 2.6). The most O3-sensitive horticultural crop species are 

onion and lettuce, whereas tomato is moderately sensitive. The most O3-sensitive tree crop 

species are orange and plum. It should be considered in this comparison that the amount 

of information on O3 sensitivity varies widely among species (see number of data points). 

Also, the O3 sensitivity of some crops is based on information from old cultivars that may 

not represent cultivars currently grown in the field. Several studies have indicated that new, 

recently developed cultivars are more sensitive to O3 than older cultivars (e.g. Biswas et al., 

2006; Harmens et al., 2018; Osborne, 2016; Pleijel et al., 2006). 
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Table 2.6  Sensitivity of crops to O3 based on the slope of the regression where relative yield 

was plotted against the 7h mean O3 concentration. Values in brackets represent 

classification based on a non-significant (p>0.05) regression (Hayes and Mills, 

2011). Please see Hayes and Mills (2011) for figures and data sources for each 

crop.   

Crop Ozone 

sensitivity 

Number of 

data points 

r2 Significance of 

slope 

Regression equation  

Agricultural crops 

Peas and beans 

(including 

peanut) 

Sensitive 60 0.48 <0.001 y = -0.0072x + 0.96 

Sweet potato (Sensitive) 6 0.50 0.118 y = -0.0074x + 1.00 

Turnip Sensitive 14 0.54 0.003 y = -0.0060x + 1.00 

Soybean Sensitive 50 0.66 <0.001 y = -0.0051x + 1.01 

Wheat Sensitive 93 0.59 <0.001 y = -0.0049x + 0.95 

Alfalfa Sensitive 23 0.50 <0.001 y = -0.0046x + 1.10 

Sugar beet Moderately 

sensitive 

25 0.32 0.003 y = -0.0035x + 1.03 

Oilseed rape Moderately 

sensitive 

29 0.26 0.004 y = -0.0031x + 0.94 

Maize Moderately 

sensitive 

23 0.66 <0.001 y = -0.0031x + 1.03 

Rice Moderately 

sensitive 

145 0.44 <0.001 y = -0.0028x + 0.99 

Potato Moderately 

sensitive 

70 0.05 0.066 y = -0.0027x + 0.98 

Barley Moderately 

sensitive 

59 0.08 0.038 y = -0.002x + 0.99  

 

Oat (Moderately 

Resistant) 

6 0.03 ns y = 0.001x + 1.00 

Horticultural crops 

Onion Sensitive 9 0.56 0.020 y = -0.0067x + 1.08 

Lettuce Sensitive 26 0.18 0.035 y = -0.0065x + 1.21 

Watermelon (Sensitive) 10 0.23 0.156 y = -0.0043x + 1.02 

Tomato Moderately 

sensitive 

41 0.20 0.004 y = -0.0039x + 1.01 

Field mustard Moderately 

sensitive 

5 0.94 0.006 y = -0.0035x + 0.99 

Strawberry (Resistant) 6 0.01 0.856 y = -0.0004x + 1.07 

Broccoli (Moderately 

Resistant) 

12 0.00 0.857 y = 0.0018x + 1.00 

Tree crops 

Orange Sensitive 4 0.62 0.043 y = -0.0071x + 1.00 

Plum Sensitive 10 0.54 0.015 y = -0.0054x + 0.89 

Olive (Moderately 

sensitive) 

4 0.62 0.212 y = -0.0038x + 1.00 

Grape (Moderately 

resistant) 

4 0.79 0.113 y = -0.0015x + 1.00 
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3 DO3SE model parameterisations for additional or young forest tree species 

3.1 Evergreen tree species 

Parameterisation of the O3 stomatal flux model DO3SE for Mediterranean evergreen species is based on the parameterisation for mature holm oak 
(Quercus ilex) trees (see Table III.11 in Chapter 3 of the Modelling and Mapping Manual). Table 3.1 contains the parameterisation for young holm 
oak trees grown at two experimental sites in Spain (Alonso et al., 2013; Calatayud et al., 2011) and one experimental site in Italy (Gerosa et al., 
2015) that could be applied for local scale assessments of O3 impacts on Holm oak. Table 3.1 also contains the parameterisation for additional 
evergreen tree species, i.e.  for mature Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) for application in the Atlantic region (Büker et al., 2015) and for young evergreen 
tree species in the Mediterranean region for Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis; modified from Elvira et al., 2007), carob tree (Ceratonia siliqua; Alonso 
et al., in prep.), olive (Olea europaea; Alonso et al., 2013), strawberry tree (Arbutus unedo; Gerosa et al., pers. comm., to be included in Alonso et 
al., in prep.) and kermes oak (Quercus coccifera; Elvira et al., 2004). The parameterisation for the Mediterranean evergreen species is from 
experiments used to derive flux-based critical levels for Mediterranean evergreen species (see Table III.12 and Figure III.12 in Chapter 3 of the 
Modelling and Mapping Manual) and represents the physiology of young trees that were grown under well-watered conditions. The parameterisation 
for young trees grown in experimental conditions might be slightly different from the parameterisation for mature trees grown under natural 
conditions. An overview of the references is provided in Table 3.2 (mature Scots pine) and 3.3 (young Mediterranean evergreen species). 

 

Table 3.1 Parameterisation of the O3 stomatal flux model for mature Scots pine and for young Mediterranean evergreen species. 

Parameter Units Forest evergreen tree species parameterisation - POD1SPECi 
Region  Atlantic Mediterranean  

Forest type  
Conifer 

evergreen 
Conifer 

evergreen 
Broadleaf 
evergreen 

Broadleaf 
evergreen 

Broadleaf 
evergreen 

Broadleaf 
evergreen 

Broadleaf 
evergreen 

Broadleaf 
evergreen 

Broadleaf 
evergreen 

Tree speciesii  

Common 
name 

Scots pine Aleppo pine Carob tree Olive 
Strawberry 

tree 
Kermes oak Holm oak 

Latin  
name 

Pinus 
sylvestris 

Pinus 
halepensis 

Ceratonia 
siliqua 

Olea 
europaea 

Arbutus 
unedo 

Quercus 
coccifera 

Quercus ilex 
Ebro Delta 

(Spain) 

Quercus ilex 
ssp ballota 

Valencia 
(Spain) 

Quercus ilex 
 ssp ilex 
Curno    
(Italy) 

gmax 
mmol O3 m-2 

PLA s-1 

190 

230 220 340 155 240 

235 ssp ilex 

200 ssp 
ballota 

210 235 

fmin fraction 0.1 0.025 0.015 0.033 0.1 0.08 0.11 0.02 0.02 
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light_a - 0.006 0.013 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.007 0.012 0.009 

Tmin °C 0 10 7 7 5.5 5 10 1 2 

Topt °C 20 27 23 27 30 25 30 23 23 

Tmax °C 36 38 39 42 40 40 41 39 38 

VPDmax kPa 0.6 1.0 1.5 2.2 3.5 2.2 2 2.2 2.2 

VPDmin kPa 2.8 3.2 3.3 4 8.5 4 4.5 4.0 4.0 

ΣVPDcrit kPa - - - - - - - - - 

PAWt
iii % - - - - - - - - - 

SWCmax % volume - - - - - - - - - 

SWCmin % volume - - - - - - - - - 

SWPmax MPa -0.7 -1ii - - -1.4 -0.5ii -0.5ii - - 

SWPmin MPa -1.5 -3ii - - -4.8 -2.5ii -2.5ii - - 

fO3 fraction - - - - - - - - - 

Astart_FD day of year fTemp
iii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Aend_FD day of year fTemp
iii 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 365 

Leaf dimension cm 0.8 0.2 4.5 1.5 4.5 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 

Canopy heightiv m 20 15 6 6 6 2 20 20 20 

fphen_a fraction 0.8 1 1 0.4 1 1 1 1 1 

fphen_b fraction (1.0) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

fphen_c fraction 1.0 0.4 0.4 1 1 0.6 1 1 1 

fphen_d fraction (1.0) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

fphen_e fraction 0.8 1 1 0.4 1 1 1 1 1 

fphen_1_FD 
no. of days 40 0 0 

50 (after 
delay of 120 

days)v 
- 0 -  - - 

fphen_2_FD no. of days (200) 115 90 70 - 110 - - - 

fphen_3_FD no. of days (200) 120 60 35 - 95 - - - 

fphen_4_FD no. of days 40 0 0 0 - 0 - - - 

LIMstart_FD year day - 65 120 260 - 80 - - - 

LIMsend_FD year day - 365 320 365 - 340 - - - 

The values in brackets represent “dummy” values required for DO3SE modelling purposes. “-“ = parameterisation not required for this species. 
i The parameterisation for Scots pine is for mature trees. The parameterisations for evergreen Mediterranean species is for young trees grown under experimental conditions 
used to derive critical levels and represent seedling physiology under well-watered conditions.  
ii Pre-dawn leaf water potential (LWP) was used as surrogate for soil water potential.  
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iii ftemp: growing season is assumed to occur when air temperatures fall within Tmin and Tmax thresholds of ftemp relationship. Actual data are recommended if available!  
iv Average height for adult trees. 
V Please note that for Olea europaea, the increase (duration = 50 days) of the early year phenology (fphen = 0.4) to full phenology (fphen = 1) only starts at day of year 120! For 
the accumulation period from day of year 1 to day of year 120, a fphen of 0.4 should be assumed.  
 

Table 3.2 References for the parameterisation of the DO3SE model for mature Scots pine in the Atlantic region. 

Species Region Parameter References  

Scots pine 
(Pinus 

sylvestris) 

Atlantic gmax [value – mmol 
O3 m-2 PLA s-1] 

Beadle et al.(1985) [175]; Sturm et al. (1998) [171]; Whitehead 
et al. (1984) [188] 

fmin Körner et al. (1995) 

light_a Beadle et al. (1985); Ng (1979); Sturm et al. (1998) 

Tmin, Topt, Tmax  Beadle et al. (1985); Ng (1979); Sturm et al. (1998) 

VPDmin, VPDmax 
Beadle et al. (1985); Ng (1979); Sturm et al. (1998); 
Whitehead et al. (1984) 

SWPmin, SWPmax Ng (1979); Sturm et al. (1998) 

fphen Körner et al. (1995) 

 

Table 3.3 References for the parameterisation of the DO3SE model for young Mediterranean evergreen species. 

Region Species References  

Mediterranean Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis) Modified from Elvira et al., 2007 

Carob tree (Ceratonia siliqua) Alonso et al. (in prep) 

Olive (Olea europea) Alonso et al. (in prep) 

Strawberry tree (Arbutus unedo) Alonso et al. (in prep) 

Kermes oak (Quercus coccifera) Elvira et al. (2004) 

Holm oak (Quercus ilex) Ebro Delta: Alonso et al. (2013); Valencia: Calatayud et al. (2011); Curno: Gerosa et al. (2015) 
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3.2 Broadleaf deciduous tree species 

Table 3.4 contains the parameterisation of DO3SE for mature temperate oak (Atlantic region), 
poplar species (Boreal and Continental region) and beech in the Mediterranean region. The 
references for these species are provided in Table 3.5. 

 

Table 3.4 Parameterisation of the O3 stomatal flux model for mature temperate oak, poplar 
species and Mediterranean beech. 

Para- 

meter 
Units 

Forest broadleaf deciduous tree species 

parameterisation - POD1SPEC 

Region  Atlantic 
Boreal, Continental (Atlantic, 

Pannonian, Steppic) 
Mediterranean 

Forest type  Broadleaf deciduous 

Tree species  
Common name Temperate oak Poplar  Beech 

Latin name Quercus robur/petraea Populus spec.  Fagus sylvatica 

gmax mmol O3 m-2 PLA s-1 255 440 155 

fmin fraction 0.06 0.1 0.02 

light_a - 0.003 0.007 0.006 

Tmin °C 0 11 4 

Topt °C 20 27 21 

Tmax °C 35 36 37 

VPDmax kPa 1.0 2.1 1.0 

VPDmin kPa 3.25 3.7 4.0 

ΣVPDcrit kPa - - - 

PAWt % - - - 

SWCmax % volume - - - 

SWCmin % volume - - - 

SWPmax MPa -0.5 -0.05 -2.0 

SWPmin MPa -1.2 -1.25 -3.8 

fO3 fraction - - - 

Astart_FD day of year Latitude model Latitude model Latitude model 

Aend_FD day of year Latitude model Latitude model Latitude model 

Leaf 
dimension 

cm 
5 10 7 

Canopy 
height m 

20 20 20 

fphen_a fraction 0 0 0 

fphen_b fraction (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) 

fphen_c fraction 1.0 1.0 1.0 

fphen_d fraction (1.0) (1.0) (1.0) 

fphen_e fraction 0 0 0 

fphen_1_FD no. of days 20 20 15 

fphen_2_FD no. of days (200) (200) (200) 

fphen_3_FD no. of days (200) (200) (200) 

fphen_4_FD no. of days 30 20 20 

LIMstart_FD year day - - - 

LIMsend_FD year day - - - 

The values in brackets represent “dummy” values required for DO3SE modelling purposes. “-“ = 
parameterisation not required for this species. 
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Table 3.5 References for the parameterisation of the DO3SE model temperate oak, poplar 
species and Mediterranean beech. 

Species Parameter References 

Temperate oak 
gmax [value – mmol 

O3 m-2 PLA s-1] 

Quercus petraea: Breda et al. (1995) [228]; Epron & Dreyer (1993) 
[177]; Breda et al. (1993a) [233]; Breda et al. (1993b) [275];  
Quercus robur: Epron & Dreyer (1993) [198]; Breda et al. (1993b) 
[325]; Dolman & Van den Burg (1988) [264] 

fmin Breda et al. (1993b) 

light_a Breda et al. (1995); Dolman & Van den Burg (1988) 

VPDmin, VPDmax Dolman & Van den Burg (1988) 

SWPmin, SWPmax 
Epron & Dreyer (1993); Breda et al (1993a); Breda et al. (1993b); 
Vivin et al. (1993) 

fphen Breda et al. (1993b); Breda et al. (1995) 

Poplar species 
gmax [value – mmol 

O3 m-2 PLA s-1] 

Ceulemans et al. (1989) [313]; Manzanera and Martínez-Chacón (2007) 
[160]; Marzuoli et al. (2009) [575]; Oliver et al. (2012) [343]; Tricker et al. 
(2009) [228]; Voltas et al. (2006) [631, 520, 631, 440]; (Zhang et al., 1999) 
[226]; Le Thiec (pers. comm.) 

fmin  

light_a 
Ceulemans et al. (1989); Manzanera and Martínez-Chacón (2007); 
Marzuoli et al. (2009) 

Tmin, Topt, Tmax Marzuoli et al. (2009) 

VPDmin, VPDmax Marzuoli et al. (2009) 

SWPmin, SWPmax As for Continental beech 

fphen As for Continental beech; fphen_e from Marzuoli et al. (2009) 

Leaf dimension As for Continental beech 

Canopy height As for Continental beech 

Mediterranean 
beech 

gmax [value – mmol 
O3 m-2 PLA s-1] 

Raftoyannis & Radoglou (2002) [156]; cf. Körner et al. (1979) [100; 
140]; Nunn et al. (2005) [147]; Matyssek et al. (2004) [132]; 
Aranda et al. (2000) [183] 

Tmin, Topt, Tmax Damesin & Rambal (1998); Rico et al (1996) 

VPDmin, VPDmax 
Grassi & Magnani (2005); Aranda et al (2000); Damesin & Rambal 
(1998); Rico et al (1996) 

SWPmin, SWPmax 
Aranda et al. (2000); Damesin & Rambal (1998); Rico et al. (1996); 
Mediavilla & Escudero (2003); Grassi & Magnani (2005) 
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4 The EMEP MSC-W model: handling soil moisture impacts on O3 
fluxes 

David Simpson 

EMEP MSC-W, Norwegian Meteorological Institute, Oslo, Norway & Dept. Earth & Space Sciences, 
Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This short document briefly describes the way in which soil water (SW) is used in the O3 
deposition and flux calculations of the EMEP MSC-W chemical transport model (Simpson et 
al., 2007, 2012). We present some problems associated with the availability of robust SW 
data, and then the solution adopted for EMEP – the soil moisture index (SMI). The basic role 
of SW is to modify the stomatal conductance (gs) of the overlying vegetation, with this role 
being expressed as a factor fSW, which modifies gs along with the other factors of the so-called 
DO3SE module as implemented in EMEP (Emberson et al., 2001; Simpson et al., 2012).  

 

The standard EMEP model is described in detail in Simpson et al. (2012), with updates 
documented in Simpson et al. (2016, and refs therein). Calculations of stomatal O3-uptake and 
PODY make use of the stomatal conductance algorithm (now commonly referred to as DO3SE) 
originally presented in Emberson et al. (2000, 2001), which depends on temperature, light, 
humidity, soil moisture and plant phenology. Calculation of non-stomatal sinks, in conjunction 
with an ecosystem specific calculation of vertical O3 profiles, is an important part of this 
calculation as discussed in Tuovinen et al. (2004, 2009) or Simpson et al. (2003). The 
methodology and robustness of the calculations of O3 deposition and stomatal conductance 
have been explored in a number of publications (Tuovinen et al. 2004, 2007, 2009; Emberson 
et al., 2007; Klingberg et al., 2008; Büker et al., 2012). Meteorological data for the EMEP 
model are provided at 3 hourly resolution from the European Centre for Medium Range 
Weather Forecasting Integrated Forecasting System (ECMWF-IFS) model 
(http://www.ecmwf.int/research/ifsdocs/), with sub 3-hourly meteorology estimated by the 
EMEP model. As well as the standard air parameters (temperature, humidity, etc.) and surface 
fluxes (of momentum, heat), the soil moisture index (SMI, described below) are taken from 
these IFS data; we used SMI values appropriate to ca. 1m rooting depth. 

 

4.2 Soil moisture – the problems in large-scale modelling 

There are many rather serious problems with the specification of SW for use in any regional 
modelling study. These include: 

 SW values are below-ground, and hence not verifiable, except at an extremely limited 
number of sites in Europe. Indeed, the SW modelling study of Büker et al. (2012) was 
able to obtain data from just eight European (and two American) sites, and these data 
were scattered across several years, and for different depths and metrics. 

 The relationship between the incoming amount of precipitation (in mm, say), volumetric 
soil water (m3/m3) and soil water pressure SWP (Pa) is extremely non-linear, with 
values calculated for SWP being very sensitive to assumptions about soil 
characteristics. This sensitivity, and the lack of any ability to verify the result, is a 
dangerous combination to feed into regional scale calculations of SW impacts. 

 In any case, real soils are not homogeneous, but display differing textures and 
characteristics on a range of scales, all of which invalidate the equations usually used 
to convert from incoming precipitation to SWP. In a rather common example of this, 

http://www.ecmwf.int/research/ifsdocs/
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where possible, water will flow down cracks in the soil, rather than diffusing in the 
manner preferred by simple models.  

 Further, plants are also not homogeneous, and they adapt to conditions. Plants 
undergoing water-stress will increase root depths, or shed leaves. 

 In fact, many plants in dry areas will have roots which are sufficiently deep that they 
can access ground water. For such plants, SW is not a limiting factor for stomatal 
conductance. 

The difficulties of estimating soil water metrics are well known (e.g. Albergel et al., 2012; 
Batjes, 1996; Miller et al., 2007; Samaneigo et al., 2013), with the conclusion being that one 
cannot estimate SW accurately in large-scale models. Instead, we must establish methods 
that get SW effects ‘about-right’, with a realistic view of the limitation associated with this 
parameter. 

 

4.3 Soil moisture in the EMEP model 

Soil water effects have been tested in the EMEP model since the late 1990s (e.g. Simpson et 
al., 2003), and included operationally around 2010 (Simpson et al., 2012). EMEP uses the soil 
moisture index (SMI) provided by the ECMWF model (www.ecmwf.int). SMI is designed to be 
robust in the face of the variations in, and lack of reliable data on, soil characteristics – this 

recognises that no model can accurately predict SW across large areas (e.g. Wipfler et al., 

2011). 

The basic equation used for SMI is: 

 

 

The fSW values used in EMEP-DO3SE are a very simple function of SMI, which itself is a simple 
scaling between the field capacity (FC) and permanent wilting point (PWP) of the vegetation 
(Figure 4.1). 

 

Figure 4.1 The soil water factor, fSW, used in the EMEP model as a function of SMI values. 

 

The ECMWF values of SMI, PWP and FC are per grid square, and thus not specific to any 
particular vegetation or soil. 

 
Fig. 1. The soil water factor, fSW, used in the EMEP model as a function of the 
SMI values. 

http://www.ecmwf.int/
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4.4 Examples 

Figure 4.2 shows examples of SMI and fSW as calculated in the EMEP model from the ECMWF 
data for four sites, for locations and periods corresponding to the study of Büker et al (2012). 
For the purposes of illustration, values are given for both deep soils (ca. 1m) and shallow soil 
(10cm). Although EMEP-DO3SE only uses the deep-soil values, the difference between the 
two provides some indication of the uncertainty and robustness, and also an indication of the 
range of values that might be seen by real vegetation. For example, many forests in Sweden 
lie upon shallow soils, often less than 50cm deep, and indeed most of the measurements 
found in Büker et al. (2012) also ranged between 10 and 50cm. The most obvious feature of 
these plots is the dramatic effect of SW on fSW for the Spanish sites. Of course, the impact of 
these low fSW factors on the calculated stomatal conductance and hence O3 fluxes will often 
be mitigated also by simultaneous reductions in the phenology, humidify and (sometimes) 
temperature factors of EMEP-DO3SE, so more investigation is required in order to place these 
examples into context. Figure 2.2 also illustrates nicely though that the fSW value is very 
sensitive sometimes to the assumptions made concerning deep or shallow soil levels, 
especially at the Spanish sites.  

 

Figure 4.2  Calculations of SMI (top of each subfigure) and fSW (bottom) for four sites. Solid lines 
represent calculations for deep-soils, dashed are for shallow soils (see text). 

 

Recently, ICP Vegetation and EMEP/MSC-West have started a collaborative project to try to 
validate and improve the SMI methodology with detailed measurements of soil moisture at 
sites in soil moisture limited areas, particularly in the Mediterranean. The aim of the project is 
to improve large scale flux-based O3 risk assessments, including application in integrated 
assessment modelling (PODYIAM) in soil limited regions. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

This short document outlines the way soil water is handled in the EMEP model’s calculations 
of O3 fluxes, as well as gives some background to the choices made. The estimation of soil 
water and its impacts is very complex and fraught with uncertainty, however, and much more 
work is required to evaluate the chosen methods and their impacts against observational data, 
and to establish methods of dealing with SW which are as robust as possible given the 
limitations of available monitoring data. 
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5 O3 flux-effect relationships for the net annual increment in trees 

Patrick Büker1, Lisa Emberson1, Harry Harmens, Gina Mills, Sabine Braun3, Per Erik 
Karlsson4 

1 Stockholm Environment Institute – York, University of York, UK 
2 ICP Vegetation Programme Coordination Centre, Centre for Ecology & Hydrology, Bangor, UK 
3 Institut für Angewandte Pflanzenbiologie (IAP), Schönenbuch, Switzerland 
4 IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute, Gothenburg, Sweden 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The O3-induced change in total biomass provides a measure of a tree’s response to a certain 
O3 concentration or dose integrated over the length of the entire exposure period (typically 
multiple years or even decades). While this response parameter has been widely used for the 
derivation of dose-response and flux-effect relationships for O3 risk assessment approaches 
(and is ideal for single-year exposures such as for crops and grasslands), it is less suitable for 
the characterisation of O3 effects on forest tree species whose life span is typically several 
decades. For this receptor an approach that takes into account the O3 effect on annual growth 
is ideally required.  

One solution to obtain flux-effect relationships for the O3 influence on forest growth rates is to 
re-analyse the existing biomass relationships, converting the effect variable from percentage 
reduction in total biomass to percentage reduction in net annual increment (NAI). NAI (m3) is 
defined as the average annual volume over the given reference period of gross increment (i.e. 
the total increase of growing stock during a given time period) less that of natural losses on all 
trees to a minimum diameter at breast height (d.b.h.) of 0 cm (FOREST EUROPE, UNECE 
and FAO, 2011).  

 

5.2 Methodology 

For this approach, firstly the initial biomass (i.e. that at the start of the fumigation period) has 
to be derived for a specific experiment (we did this for trees used in the experiments included 
in Büker et al. (2015), where usually only the age of the tree at the beginning of the exposure 
period and the age and biomass at the point of harvest is recorded. This can be achieved by 
using a method developed by Sabine Braun given in the Annex (Section 3.5). With the 
derivation of the initial biomass the existing dose-response relationships data that describe 
the influence of single or multi-seasonal O3 fumigation or filtration experiments on forest tree 
biomass could be re-analysed.  

 

The O3 treatment effect on biomass growth rates can then be estimated as the difference 
between this starting biomass (at onset of fumigation) and the final biomass under O3 and 
control treatments. In our example, this effect was allocated to half-yearly increments so that 
the O3 effect on NAI was a constant percentage, irrespective of age of tree or NAI size. For 
each experimental dataset this gives the value by which NAI is reduced (% reduction in NAI) 
due to a particular O3 treatment, which is described as a seasonal average PODYSPEC value 
(i.e. the total experimental PODYSPEC value divided by the number of seasons (e.g. 6 
months)). The % reductions in NAI for each experiment and treatment can then be pooled and 
a linear regression drawn through the data to give species-specific or species group (PFT) 
relative NAI dose-response relationships for O3.  
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5.3 NAI-based flux-effect relationships for trees 

Using the database from Büker et al. (2015), Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the NAI-based dose-
response relationships for Norway spruce and Scots pine as well as beech and birch, 
respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.1  NAI-based flux-effect relationship for Norway spruce and Scots pine.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.2  NAI-based flux-effect relationship for beech and birch.  
 

5.4 References 

Büker, P., Feng, Z., Uddling, J., Briolat, A., Alonso, R., Braun. S., Elvira, S., Gerosa, G., Karlsson, P.-
E., Le Thiec, D., Marzuoli. R., Mills, G., Oksanen, E., Wieser, G., Wilkinson, M., Emberson, L. (2015). 
New flux-based dose-response relationships for ozone for European forest tree species. 
Environmental Pollution 206, 163-174.   

FOREST EUROPE, UNECE and FAO (2011). State of Europe’s Forests 2011. Status and Trends in 
Sustainable Forest Management in Europe. 344pp.  
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5.5 Appendix: Estimate of initial biomass from O3-fumigation experiments 

Sabine Braun 

Institute for Applied Plant Biology 

 

Dataset 

Controls from fumigation experiments (carbon-filtered air if available, non-filtered air 
otherwise). Experiments with unclear or missing definition of initial age were deleted. 

Variable names used 

INITIALAGE: Initial age 

ENDAGE: End age (LA: log(ENDAGE)) 

LBIOM: log biomass at end of the experiment 

 

An overview over the dataset is given in Figure 5.3. Some data points showed to be outlying 
and were excluded in the data analysis: 

- all Populus data (reason not known); 
- Betula pendula from Ostad (very large pots); 
- Picea abies and Fagus sylvatica from Zugerberg (small pots). 

 

 

Figure 5.3  Dataset used for the analysis. Empty symbols: data not considered (outliers). 

 

Starting point 

Tree biomass = 𝑦0(1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑦1. 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑎𝑔𝑒))
(

1

1−𝑦2
)
      [1] 

with y0=1, y1=0.03 and y2=0.65 

 

For analysis with a regression model, constants y0 and y1 were taken as proposed (1 and 
0.03, respectively). The expression (1-exp(-0.03*endage)) was calculated for each 
observation, renamed into the a new variable (C) and log transformed (LC). 
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After log transformation the formula looks like this: 

log biomass = log(C)*(1/(1-y2)) 

This equation can be analysed with a linear model, without constant, to give an estimate for the 
expression (1/(1-y2)): 

Call: 

lm(formula = LBIOM ~ LC - 1, data = doseresponsecf) 

 

Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-9.1489 -0.2835  0.9387  2.4046  4.4802  

 

Coefficients: 

   Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

LC  -1.7648     0.1838  -9.604 1.36e-11 *** 

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

Residual standard error: 2.815 on 37 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared:  0.7137,    Adjusted R-squared:  0.706  

F-statistic: 92.23 on 1 and 37 DF,  p-value: 1.365e-11 

 

> AIC(model0) 

[1] 189.4961 

 

Model 1: Initial model 

The coefficient is -1.7648 which corresponds to a y2 value of 0.433. The plot of residuals 
against estimates reveals, however, serious problems with this regression. Instead of showing 
a cloud of points without structure there is a clear linear arrangement of the points (Figure 
5.4). It turned out that the residuals are correlated with age. 
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Figure 5.4  Residual plot from the initial regression model. 

 

Modification of equation 1 

Log biomass was almost linearly correlated with the age (Figure ). Therefore a simple linear 
regression was applied. The intercept was omitted to ensure biomass 0 at age 0.  

 

 

Call:  

lm(formula = LBIOM ~ ENDAGE - 1, data = doseresponsecf) 

 

Residuals: 

    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  

-1.1310 -0.4615  0.1576  0.5750  1.6845  

 

Coefficients: 

       Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

ENDAGE  1.22339    0.03331   36.73   <2e-16 *** 

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

Residual standard error: 0.7659 on 26 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared:  0.9811,    Adjusted R-squared:  0.9804  

F-statistic:  1349 on 1 and 26 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16 
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> AIC(model8) 

[1] 65.20422 

 

Model 2: Simple model with end age as only predictor 

The residual plot looks much better (Error! Reference source not found.) although there is still 
some pattern left. The values predicted from the model correlate well with the biomass data 
(Figure 5.). Although the inclusion of species into the model improved the model, it seems 
that this is rather an effect of the distribution of the species over the X-axis than real species 
differences. In the end the model without species was preferred.  

 

Figure 5.5  Residual plot from the modified regression model. 

 

Residual analysis shows that the residuals for Picea abies are smaller than the others (p<0.05, 
Figure 5.6). Therefore a binary variable SPEC2 was created which takes values of 1 for Picea 
abies and of 0 for all others.  

Model 3 shows the output. Species is no longer a significant predictor of the residuals.  
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Figure 5.6  Residuals from 

Model 2 against species. 

 

Call: 

lm(formula = LBIOM ~ ENDAGE + ENDAGE:SPEC2 - 1, data = doseresponsecf) 

 

Residuals: 

     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  

-1.75617 -0.17705 -0.06172  0.28538  1.37195  

 

Coefficients: 

             Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

ENDAGE         1.3276     0.0401  33.109  < 2e-16 *** 

ENDAGE:SPEC2  -0.1982     0.0553  -3.583  0.00143 **  

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

Residual standard error: 0.6349 on 25 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared:  0.9875,    Adjusted R-squared:  0.9865  

F-statistic:   988 on 2 and 25 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16 
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> AIC(model8) 

[1] 56.01193 

 

Model 3: Previous model with a binary variable for Picea abies. 

The residuals still show some structure, so a mixed model is introduced with site as cluster. 
This procedure will also handle the problem of different pot sizes. Two outliers were removed. 
The residual plot looks good now (Figure 5.7 and 5.8).  

       AIC      BIC    logLik 

  71.19371 76.92966 -31.59685 

 

Random effects: 

 Formula: ~1 | EXPERIMENT. 

        (Intercept)  Residual 

StdDev:    1.395287 0.4437081 

 

Fixed effects: LBIOM ~ ENDAGE + ENDAGE:SPEC2 - 1  

                  Value Std.Error DF   t-value p-value 

ENDAGE        1.1599971 0.1095516 23 10.588593       0 

ENDAGE:SPEC2 -0.5238286 0.1051257 23 -4.982879       0 

 Correlation:  

             ENDAGE 

ENDAGE:SPEC2 -0.735 

 

Standardized Within-Group Residuals: 

        Min          Q1         Med          Q3         Max  

-1.65270142 -0.50626091  0.07676185  0.47200336  2.53726027  

 

               ENDAGE ENDAGE:SPEC2 (Intercept) 

Donon        1.159997   -0.5238286   0.4145937 

Ebro Delta   1.159997   -0.5238286   1.1303258 

Headley      1.159997   -0.5238286   0.8940967 

Kuopio       1.159997   -0.5238286   1.6498625 

Ostad        1.159997   -0.5238286   2.8104975 

Schönenbuch  1.159997   -0.5238286   0.2569469 

Zugerberg    1.159997   -0.5238286  -0.5415212 
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Model 4: Output of the mixed regression. 

 

Figure 5.7 Residual plot of 

 

 

 

 

Model 4. 

 

Figure 5.8 Residual plot of 
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Model 4 in relation to species. 

 

Figure 5.9 Estimate of  

 

 

 

 

Model 4 vs. dependent variable. 

  

Recommendations 

For a general use, the resulting equations are: 

For Picea abies: 

𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑒0.636∗𝑎𝑔𝑒    [2] 

 

For all others: 

𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑒1.160∗𝑎𝑔𝑒    [3] 

 

For the estimate of reference biomass within the single experiments, a site specific intercept 
is used according to the output of Model 4. 

 

With formula 2 and 3 an estimate for initial biomass can be performed, with the following 
recommendations: 

 In experiments with initial age 0 (seedlings) no correction is necessary. The final biomass 
data can be taken directly; 

 In Birmensdorf, cuttings were used with an initial weight of 0.6 g. However, biomass data 
was only available for the 1990 experiment but according to the description of the 
experimental design this holds true also for the other experiments; 
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 It is recommended to calculate initial and final biomass with formula [2] and [3], 
take the ratio between the two and apply this factor to the effective final biomass 
of the charcoal-filtered treatments to get an estimate for the initial biomass.   
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6 Phenology, accumulation period and climate change: case-study in 
Germany  

Ludger Grünhage1) & Jürgen Bender2) 

1) Department of Plant Ecology, Justus-Liebig-University, Giessen, Germany 
2) Thünen Institute of Biodiversity, Braunschweig, Germany 

The results presented here are mainly from a project funded by the German Environmental Protection 
Agency. The final report (27 MB, in German) can be downloaded here: Bender et al. (2015) 

 

6.1 Phenology and accumulation period 

The toxicological relevant accumulation period for wheat is defined as the time period 200 
degree days before mid-anthesis to 700 degree days after mid-anthesis (CLRTAP 2010, 
2015). There are basically two methods for estimating timing of mid-anthesis: phenological 
models and a latitude model (mid-anthesis = 2.57 · latitude + 40). For winter wheat in Central 
Europe mid-anthesis can be estimated using a temperature sum of 1024°C days after day 60 
of the respective year (cf. Grünhage et al. 2011; LRTAP Convention, 2017). Figure 6.1 
illustrates that the current latitude model used does not predict timing of mid-anthesis 
accurately. Therefore, the latitude model for wheat should be revised or be replaced by an 
improved method for predicting the timing of mid-anthesis. 

For beech, the start of the growing season is defined as the date of budburst/leaf emergence 
and the end of the growing season by the onset of dormancy; leaf discolouration is assumed 
to occur 20 days prior to dormancy (LRTAP Convention, 2017). Start and end of the growing 
season is estimated applying a latitude model which take into account the effect of height 
above sea level (a.s.l.) on plant phenology. 

 

 

Figure 6.1  Differences in timing of mid-anthesis of winter wheat estimated by the latitude model 

and the temperature sum model (1024°C days after yearday 60) for 19 monitoring 

stations in Germany in 2010 (Bender et al. 2015, modified). 

 

Figure 6.2 shows the differences in observed timing of the beginning of leaf unfolding 
(German Phenological Network) in the years 2001 – 2010 and timing of the start of the growing 
season (SGS) estimated by the latitude model: 

     (DOYSGS = 105 ‒ (1.5 · (50 ‒ latitude)) + 10 · height a.s.l. / 1000). 

On average, timing of the start of the growing season is 5 days prior to beginning of leaf 
unfolding and is independent of the latitude (n = 12055, 95th percentile = 9 days, 5th percentile 
= ‒16 days). 

https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/publikationen/anwendung-ueberpruefung-neuer-methoden-zur
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Figure 6.2  Differences in timing of the start of the growing season of beech estimated applying 
the CLRTAP latitude model and timing of observed beginning of leaf unfolding as a 
function of latitude (data source: German Phenological Network, DWD; time period 
2001 – 2010). 

 

By adjustment of the yearday for the start of the growing season at latitude 50°N from 105 to 
110, 

     DOYSGS = 110 ‒ (1.5 · (50 ‒ latitude)) + 10 · height a.s.l. / 1000 

the fit between estimated and observed start of the growing season increased (n = 12055, 95th 
percentile = 14 days, 5th percentile = ‒11 days; Figure 6.3). 

 

 

Figure 6.3  Differences in timing of the start of the growing season of beech estimated applying 
the adjusted CLRTAP latitude model and timing of observed beginning of leaf unfolding 
as a function of latitude (data source: German Phenological Network, DWD; time period 
2001 – 2010). 

 

For the onset of beech leaf discolouring, 
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     DOYbeech leaf discolouring = (297 + (2 · (50 ‒ latitude)) ‒ 10 · height a.s.l. / 1000) ‒ 20) 

and thus for the length of the growing season there is a strong dependency on latitude for the 
differences between modelled and observed data (Figure 6.4; n = 11648, 95th percentile = 10 
days, 5th percentile = ‒30 days). 

 

Figure 6.4  Differences between observed and modelled timing of beech leaf discolouring as a 

function of latitude (data source: German Phenological Network, DWD; time period 

2001 – 2010). 

 

By adjustment of the onset of dormancy from yearday 297 to yearday 307 at latitude 50°N and 
without considering the effect of latitude described in CLRTAP (2010, 2015) on the onset of 
dormancy, 

     DOYbeech leaf discolouring = (307 ‒ 10 · height a.s.l. / 1000) ‒ 20) 

the observed data fit sufficiently enough to the modelled ones (n = 11648, 95th percentile = 21 
days, 5th percentile = ‒18 days; Figure 6.5). 

 

Figure 6.5  Differences between observed and modelled timing of beech leaf discolouring as a 

function of latitude (data source: German Phenological Network, DWD; time period 

2001 – 2010). 
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6.2 Phenology and climate change 

Generally, increasing air temperature leads to an accelerated phenological development with 
the exception of timing of leaf discolouring and leaf fall (Menzel et al. 2006; Figures 6.6 and 
6.7). 

In comparison to the climate normal 1961–1990, the time period between heading and hard 
dough – as a proxy for the grain filling phase of winter wheat – has shortened continuously 
during the last 25 years (Figure 4.6). In the same time, the length of beech growing season 
increased (Figure 6.7). 

 

 

Figure 6.6  Phenological clock for winter wheat in Germany and 30 year running mean for the 
potential length of the grain filling period (BBCH 51 – BBCH 87). 

 

 

Figure 6.7   Phenological clock for European beech in Germany and 30 year running mean for the 
length of the growing season (BBCH 11 – BBCH 94). 

 

The impact of future climate change on winter wheat and beech phenology was examined by 
Bender et al. (2015) by adding mean monthly anomalies with respect to 1971–2000 to daily 
climate data of 1997–2010 for the monitoring station Linden. The anomalies were averaged 
across a range of 13 projections for scenario A1B (similar to RCP6.0) and 3 projections for 
scenario E1 (similar to RCP2.6; for details see Bender et al. (2015), chapter 4.11). 
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As shown in Figure 6.8, increasing air temperature due to climate change leads to a further 
premature timing of mid-anthesis and a further shortening of the grain filling phase. This is in 
line with the described observations (Figure 6.6). 

 

    

Figure 6.8   Impact of increasing air temperature due to climate change on timing of mid-anthesis 
of winter wheat and on the length of the grain filling period (Bender et al. 2015, 
modified). 

 

    

Figure 6.9    Impact of increasing air temperature due to climate change on timing of beech leaf 
unfolding and on the length of the beech growing season (Bender et al. 2015, modified). 

 

As mentioned above, the observed accelerated development of beech phenology cannot be 
reflected by the latitude model. Therefore, the impact of increasing air temperatures due to 
climate change was estimated by Bender et al. (2015) by applying the thermal time model of 
Kramer (1994) for the timing of leaf unfolding assuming that the chilling requirement is fulfilled 
at February 1. As illustrated in Figure 6.9, the observed premature of timing of beech leaf 
unfolding and the lengthening of growing season will continue. 

From the phenological literature it is well known, that timing of the end of dormancy depends 
on the weather conditions during the previous months. Therefore, assuming a fixed date for 
end of rest is too simple. More appropriate are so-called sequential models. Here it is 
assumed, that forcing temperatures are not effective unless the chilling requirement is fulfilled. 
Such a model is described, improved and tested against several other models by Kramer 
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(1994) for beech: the sequential-i model most accurately predicts the onset of growth (leaf 
unfolding) in the Netherlands and Germany. The beech latitude model for the onset of growth 
should be replaced. 

Currently, no appropriate model for the timing of leaf discolouration is described in the 
phenological literature. Therefore, the beech latitude model for the end of the growing season 
should be retained. 

Finally, the impact of increasing air temperature due to climate change on stomatal O3 uptake 
of winter wheat and beech is summarized in Figure 6.10. For this purpose, O3 concentrations 
were set constant to 60 ppb and no soil water limitation is assumed. Generally, increasing air 
temperature will lead to increased stomatal O3 fluxes. The smaller enhancement for winter 
wheat can be attributed to the shortening of the accumulation period. 

 

    

Figure 6.10    Impact of increasing air temperature due to climate change on stomatal O3 flux of winter 
wheat and beech (Bender et al. 2015, modified). 

 

6.3 Conclusions and recommendations 

●  The latitude model currently used in the Modelling and Mapping Manual does not predict 
timing of mid-anthesis accurately for wheat and should be revised or replaced by an 
improved methodology. 

●  After a small adjustment, timing of the start of the beech growing season according to the 
latitude model agreed sufficiently enough with the observed timing of the beginning of 
beech leaf unfolding in Germany (if the impact of increasing air temperature due to climate 
change on phenology is not considered). 

●  The latitude model does not predict the onset of beech leaf discolouring in Germany 
accurately. There is a strong dependency on latitude for the differences in timing of 
modelled and observed data. After adjustment, the latitude model agreed sufficiently 
enough with the observed timing of the beech leaf discolouring in Germany. 

●  Increasing air temperature due to climate change leads to a premature timing of mid-
anthesis and a shortening of the time for grain filling for wheat. The phenological 
observations are in line with modelling results. Therefore, there is no need for a revision 
of the Modelling and Mapping Manual definition of the accumulation period for wheat in 
the near future. 

●  The impact of increasing air temperature cannot be taken into account by the current 
latitude model used for beech. Therefore, a more realistic O3 risk assessment approach 
requires the application of an appropriate phenological model. For the onset of growth, 
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e.g. the sequential-i model of Kramer (1994) may be such an appropriate one. For the end 
of the growing season, the beech latitude model should be retained until a validated model 
is available. 

●  Increasing air temperature due to climate change will lead to increasing stomatal O3 fluxes. 
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7 Budbreak of beech and birch in a changing climate 

Sabine Braun1, Stefan Müller2,  Per Erik Karlsson3 
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7.1 Background 

O3 uptake models for deciduous trees require a definition of the growing season when leaves 
are present to take up v. The time of leaf budbreak has, however, changed during the last 20 
years as shown for beech (Figure 7.1) and birch (Figure 7.2). There are various models for 
calculating the timing of budbreak (Kramer, 1994b, Menzel, 1997). The aim of the present 
study was to find a way to estimate the start of the growing season for deciduous tree species 
which is able to predict not only the observed budbreak on an average but also to explain the 
observed time trend. Calculations were made for beech and birch. 

 

Figure 7.1 Time of observed beech (Fagus sylvatica) budbreak in plots of the Pan European 
Phenology Project PEP725 (http://www.pep725.eu/index.php, 305 plots with 5268 
observations). Bars: 95% confidence interval. Time trend is highly significant (p<0.001). 

 

 

Figure 7.2  Time trend of budbreak for birch in the same dataset as Figure 1 (263 plots with 4620 
observations). Bars: 95% confidence interval. Time trend is highly significant (p<0.001). 
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7.2 Dataset 

Phenological observations from the Pan European Phenology Project PEP725 
(http://www.pep725.eu/index.php) for beech and birch were used. Stage 11 (Leaf unfolding 
(first visible leaf stalk) was selected for data analysis as this was the most frequent stage 
represented in the data. For the Finnish birch sites it was stage 10 (mouse ear), for the Swiss 
birch sites stage 13 (leaf unfolding 50%). The dataset was too large for detailed data analysis, 
so in addition to the already available Swiss plots, 305 stations were selected according to the 
following criteria: 

   Observations of beech phenology for as long as possible (more than a few years per 
station); 

   Spatial distribution in a north-south corridor from UK over D to SLO and CRO and a 
southwest – northeast gradient in Germany to obtain a maximal variability of 
meteorology (Figure 7.3).  

 

For the birch dataset another 18 Finnish datasets were included in the analysis. 

 

 

Figure 7.3 Map of the selected phenology stations for Fagus sylvatica (left) and Betula sp. (right).  

 

The dataset comprises 332 plots with 5510 observations for beech and 418 plots with 6573 
observations for birch. Budbreak data earlier than DOY 50 or later than DOY 180 in the birch 
dataset were considered as outliers and removed. Climate data based on the Global Surface 
Summary of the day (Globalsod) from NOAA (https://data.noaa.gov/dataset/global-surface-
summary-of-the-day-gsod). 

The aim of the data analysis presented here was to find a budbreak model which predicts the 
geographical and the temporal variations in observed budbreak well and at the same time is 
able to explain the observed time trend in budbreak. Thus, an important step of the data 
analysis was to regress the residuals against time. The models should also be applicable for 
mapping purposes, e.g. not contain variables which cannot be mapped. 

 

 

http://www.pep725.eu/index.php
https://data.noaa.gov/dataset/global-surface-summary-of-the-day-gsod
https://data.noaa.gov/dataset/global-surface-summary-of-the-day-gsod
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7.3 Calculations using different models 

Kramer model 

Kramer (1994b) published a two stage budbreak model which separates a phase of 
endogenous and exogenous dormance. The endogenous dormance which does not allow 
budbreak at any time is stopped when a critical chilling (Ccrit) is reached. Then the rate of 
forcing is calculated. Budbreak occurs when the rate of forcing reaches the corresponding limit 
(Fcrit). 

Rate of chilling = Rc   
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with the variables: 

Rc = rate of chilling [CU/day] 

Rf = rate of forcing [FU/day] 

Sc = state of chilling [CU] 

Sf = state of forcing [FU] 

T = temperature (daily average, °C] 

t = time  [day of the year, DOY] 
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t2 = end of the endogenous dormance [DOY], set to DOY≥61 (March 1st) 

t3 = end of the exogenous dormance [DOY] 

K = response function 

 

The parameters used for beech are listed in Table 7.1. The initial constants for beech were 
taken from Kramer, 1994b, the constants for birch from Kramer, 1994a. All constants were 
optimized for maximum correlation with observed budbreak using a reduced dataset with 100 
plots.  

 

Table 7.1  Parameters used for the calculation of budbreak of beech and birch. 

  Fagus 
sylvatica 

Betula sp. 
(D) 

Ccrit threshold for the state of chilling  109 84.3 

Fcrit threshold for the state of forcing  9.66 1.1 

Tmin minimum temperature for chilling [°C]  -18 -15 

Topt optimum temperature for chilling [°C]  -1.34 -10 

Tmax maximum temperature for chilling [°C]  97 58.3 

b constant  -0.12 -0.13 

c constant -20.54 -38 

t1 start of the endogenous dormance, set to November 1st (DOY 
304)  

  

 

According to Sakalli and Simpson (2012) the temperature requirement for budbreak may vary 
depending on temperature. Therefore it was tested if the model could be improved by 
multiplication of the parameters listed in Table 1 with a factor representing the annual 
temperature, ranging from 0.8-1.2. This factor was calculated according to the following 
formula: 

𝑇𝑓𝑎𝑘 = (9.6 − 𝑇𝑚))/30 

with Tm being the annual temperature of the year preceding the budbreak calculation. In the 
case of Fagus sylvatic (beech) a, a multiplication of Fcrit with this factor improved the 
regression slightly (from R2=0.41 to R2= 0.42). In all the other cases tested (all Betula (birch) 
and the remaining Fagus constants) no improvement was achieved. The regression of the 
residuals against time was not improved by this change. 

The start of the rate of forcing calculation was restricted for beech to the time after March 1st 
(DOY 61) and for birch to DOY 32 (February 1st). The earliest observed budbreak was on day 
68 and on day 51, respectively. It would be possible to change this restriction if necessary. 

Kramer(1994a) has published also coefficients for other tree species which enables a wider 
application of his model. However, the coefficients given in this paper for Fagus sylvatica differ 
from the coefficients in Kramer, 1994b. They proved to be less suitable than the ones in Table 
7.1 and are therefore not shown in Table 7.2. The application to the other species should, 
however, be tested with a similar dataset as presented here. 
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Figure 7.4 Form of the response functions (left) and cumulative sum for a series of examples 
(right) for chilling (upper row) and forcing (lower row) in the budbreak calculation of 
Fagus with the Kramer model as used with the constants shown in Table 7.1. Dashed 
lines in the right graphs: limits for chilling (Ccrit) and forcing (Fcrit). The examples were 
PEP_ID numbers 68, 6863 and 19297. 

 

Figure 7.5 Form of the response functions (left) and cumulative sum for a series of examples 
(right) for chilling (upper row) and forcing (lower row) in the budbreak calculation of 
Betula with the Kramer model as used with the constants shown in Table 7.1. One of 
the examples illustrates the effect of insufficient chilling. Dashed lines in the right 
graphs: limits for chilling (Ccrit) and forcing (Fcrit). The examples were PEP_ID 
numbers 68, 6863, 7178 and 19297.  
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Table 7.2 Coefficients for other tree species than beech (Kramer, 1994a). 

Species Tmin Topt Tmax Ccrit b c Fcrit 

Larix decidua (D) -13,2 -2,2 101,4 91,4 0,13 34,3 1,3 

Betula pubescens (Nl) -12,0 -0,9 37,8 99,4 0,19 18,3 5,4 

Betula pubescens (D) -10,3 -10,0 58,3 84,3 0,13 38,4 1,0 

Tilia platyphylla (D) -11,2 -2,8 98,6 91,5 0,15 33,9 1,2 

Tilia cordata (D) -51,5 3,2 49,9 106,7 0,11 39,1 2,0 

Quercus rubra (Nl) -11,5 -1,1 22,7 94,1 0,16 22,4 5,5 

Quercus robur (D) -11,4 -3,8 39,3 101,7 0,11 37,8 1,9 

Quercus robur (Nl) -20,6 -0,8 58,9 112,2 0,17 16,2 11,7 

Fraxinus excelsior (D) -20,4 -3,5 165,8 140,4 0,09 53,1 0,7 

Quercus petraea (Nl) -24,0 -0,2 113,8 129,0 0,17 15,3 12,7 

Picea abies (D) -11,4 0,1 16,3 82,5 0,14 35,9 1,6 

Pinus sylvestris (D) -13,8 -1,2 16,5 85,3 0,11 37,6 2,4 

 
Menzel model 

The Menzel model (Menzel, 1997) developed for beech (Fagus sylvatica) is a three stage 
phenological model. It calculates first chill days after November 1st, then a critical thermal time 
to be reached. After February 1st, a thermal time is accumulated. Budbreak occurs when this 
thermal time surpasses a set threshold. 

 

Table 7.3 Coefficients for the Menzel model. 

Art TbCD TbTT a b 

Fagus sylvatica 9 6 1921.8931 -348.1324 

Picea abies (early) 9 4 1848.1129 -316.974 

Picea abies (late) 9 5 1615.5578 -274.0063 

Pinus sylvestris 9 5 1394.5225 -222.7066 

Larix decidua 7 3 1372.4707 -245.535 

Quercus robur 9 4 1747.9219 -298.3638 

Quercus petraea 9 3 1740.8994 -282.1039 

 

Starting from November 1st the „chill days“ with a temperature below a specific cold threshold 
(CD, Table 7.3) are cumulated, according to equation 7.  

 CDTTwhenCD b

t

t

 :1
1

      Equation 5 
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With: 

CD = chill days 

t1 = starting day (DOY=304) 

TbCD  temperature threshold for chill days (Table 3) 

Afterwards the critical thermal time (TTcrit) which has to be exceeded to reach the phenological 
stage is calculated according to equation 8:  

 )ln(CDbaTTcrit    Equation 6 

With: 

TTcrit = critical thermal time to be reached for budbreak 

CD = chill days 

a, b = constants from Table 3 

Starting at the end of the endogenous dormance set to Feb. 1st, the thermal time (TT) 
surpassing a specific threshold (TbTT) is cumulated according to equation 9:  

    TTTTwennTTTTTT b

t

t

b  :
2

    Equation 7 

with: 

TT = thermal time 

T = temperature (daily average) 

TbTT = threshold for the thermal time (Table 3) 

t2 = starting day (DOY=32, end of the endogenous domancy)  

Budbreak is reached when the actual thermal time (TT) exceeds the critical thermal time (TTcrit) 
according to equation 10: 

 critTTTT          Equation 8 

 

Chuine model 

Chuine (2000) presented a budbreak model which bases, similar to the Kramer model, on a 

chilling and a forcing stage. The forcing equation has the same form as in the Kramer model 

but chilling occurs only at temperatures below a certain threshold. Fu et al. (2012) calibrated 

this model for a variety of tree species. The coefficients given in the Chuine and in the Fu 

paper differ somewhat. So the model was also optimized for maximum correlation with 

observed budbreak. The optimum coefficients obtained are listed in  

Table 7.4. 

Rate of chilling = Rc   
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Table 7.4  Coefficients used in the Chuine model. 

 ca cb cc fb fc C* F* 
Fagus 0.49 11.1 3.27 -0.3 12 90 20 

Betula 0.54 11 2.66 -6.1 7.07 70 12 
 

Simple temperature sum 

A temperature sum for average daily temperatures exceeding 5 °C starting on January 1st 
(DOY=1) was calculated: 

𝑇𝑆𝑈𝑀5 = ∑ ((max(𝑇 − 5) , 0)

Tsum<45

𝐷𝑂𝑌=1

 

         Equation 13 

Budbreak of birch occurs when this temperature sum exceeds 45. 

As a covariate for beech temperature sum was cumulated from DOY=1 to the budbreak date 
calculated with the Kramer model. 

 

Temperature sum after Sakalli & Simpson 

Sakalli and Simpson (2012) presented a temperature sum for calculation of birch budbreak. 
This model assumes that the temperature sum >5°C needed for budbreak is higher in warm 
regions than in cold regions. The critical sum is defined as: 

𝐷𝑢,𝑖 =∝ −𝛽𝑖 
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         Equation 14 

Du,i is the required number of days for the start of the unfolding of the leaves for a given ordinal 
day i, α (=39) and β(=0.2) are empirical constants, and SGS is defined as the first day where 
a number Du,i of previous days have daily average temperatures exceeding 5°C.  

Different values for α were tested. The best regression was obtained with α=30 while a β of 
0.2 proved to be best. 

 

Latitude Model 

The latitude model was applied according to the recommendation of the Mapping Manual: 

𝑆𝐺𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑡 = (𝐿𝐴𝑇 − 50) ∗ 1.5 + (
𝐴𝐿𝑇

100
) + 105 

Where: 

LAT: Latitude in degrees 

ALTITUDE: Altitude in meters 

As altitude values were not available for all stations, the dataset for this analysis was slightly 
reduced (5070 instead of 5190 for beech, 6311 instead of 6404 for birch).  

 

Drought 

Potential evapotranspiration was calculated from daily averages of temperature and humidity 
according to Romanenko (1961), with the modification by Xu and Singh (1998). The formula 
for daily evaporation sums (in mm) was: 

 𝐸𝑇𝑃 =
0.0021∗(25+𝑇)2∗(100−𝑅𝐻)

30.4
     Equation 15 

with: 

T: temperature (daily average, °C) 

RH: relative humidity (daily average %) 

 

Climatic water balance CWB was then calculated: 

 𝐶𝑊𝐵 = 𝑃𝑅𝐸𝐶 − 𝐸𝑇𝑃      Equation 16 

with: 

PREC: precipitation (mm) 

The climatic water balance was cumulated during various periods before or after the calculated 
budbreak date.  

 

End of the growing season 

Predicting leaf discoloration is more difficult than predicting budbreak (Estrella and Menzel, 
2006). A very simple approach was made with the same dataset as for budbreak calculation. 
The following covariates were included in the analysis: 
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 annual mean temperature 

 monthly temperature September (mean and minimum daily average) 

 monthly temperature October (mean and minimum daily average) 

 monthly temperature November (mean and minimum daily average) 

 minimum climatic water balance 
 

The stage “50% discoloration” was analyzed for both beech and birch. 
 

Statistical analysis 

The data were analyzed in R using the function lmer (package lme4, Bates et al., 2015), with 
site ID as cluster. Dependent variable was observed budbreak. The following parameters were 
included as independent variables: 

- Latitude; 
- Budbreak calculated by the Menzel model; 
- Budbreak calculated by the Kramer model; 
- Temperature sum >5°C; 
- Average temperatures various time periods (not used in the final model); 
- Climatic water balance cumulated over 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 or 30 days preceding the 

budbreak according to the best model. 

All variables, including the dependent variable, were centered, i.e. the mean was subtracted. 
The quality of the models was judged by the AIC and by analysis of the regression of the 
residuals against year, where the R2 should be as small as possible. The results of all models 
are presented with a plot of observed budbreak vs. modelled and a plot of residuals vs. time. 
Both plots contain loess smoothers (black lines) to illustrate local trends and give a robust 
information on trends. The former plot includes also the result of a linear regression as red 
line and the 1:1 line as green line. The plots do not include information on the clustering while 
the regression model included site as clusters.  

To calculate R2 from the mixed model, the predicted values for level 0 of the model were 
regressed against observed values using a normal linear regression.  

 

7.4 Results for different models 

Simple temperature sum model 

Temperature sum was applied differently for beech and birch: for birch budbreak was assumed 
when temperature sum exceeded 45. For beech no such threshold has been defined. Thus 
temperature sum was therefore cumulated up to the day of observed budbreak. On an 
average, beech budbreak occurred when temperature sum >5°C exceeded 160 degree days. 
Thus, for further calculations a threshold of 160 was used for beech. This model performed 
not very well (Figure 7.6). In birch the model performed slightly better, but still unsatisfactory. 
The residuals show still a trend after the year 2006 (Figure 7.7).  
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Figure 7.5  Performance of the temperature sum model for beech. Left: Observed vs. predicted 
budbreak, right: plot of residuals against time. Black line: loess smoother, red line: 
linear regression. 

 

Figure 7.6 Performance of the temperature sum model for birch. Left: Observed vs. predicted 
budbreak, right: plot of residuals against time. Black line: loess smoother, red line: 
linear regression. 

 

Temperature sum after Sakalli & Simpson 

The Sakalli & Simpson model was developed for birch, so only the birch results are shown in 
Figure 7.8. With an R2 of 0.12 the model did not perform well.  
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Figure 7.7  Performance of the Sakalli&Simpson model for birch. Left: Observed vs. predicted 
budbreak, right: plot of residuals against time. Black line: loess smoother, red line: 

linear regression. 

 

Menzel model 

The Menzel model is specific for Fagus sylvatica so it was applied for beech only. It gave 
better predictions than a temperature sum model but the residuals still show a clear regression 
against time (Figure 7.9).  

 

Figure 7.8 Performance of the Menzel model for beech. Left: Observed vs. predicted budbreak, 
right: plot of residuals against time. Black line: loess smoother, red line: linear 
regression. 

 

Kramer model 

The Kramer model performed rather well for beech and birch, both in terms of the AIC and in 
the R2 (Table 7.5 and 7.6) but the residuals were still correlated with time (Figure 7.10 and 
7.11). The model was better for birch than for beech but in birch the slope is below 1. 
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Figure 7.9 Performance of the Kramer model for beech. Left: Observed vs. predicted budbreak, 
right: plot of residuals against time. Black line: loess smoother, red line: linear 
regression. 

 

Table 7.4 Regression coefficients for the Kramer model for beech. 

Budbreak beech     

 Estimate Std..Error t.value p.z mean 

observed bubreak     113.33 

modelled Kramer 0.991 0.016 61.631 0.0000 116.1 

 

Figure 7.10  Performance of the Kramer model for birch. Left: Observed vs. predicted budbreak, 
right: plot of residuals against time. Black line: loess smoother, red line: linear 
regression. 

 

Neither annual average temperature, latitude nor climatic water balance improved clearly the 

regression between observed budbreak and budbreak modelled with the Kramer model.  
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Table 7.5 Regression coefficients for the Kramer model for birch. 

  Estimate SE t.value p.z mean 

observed budbreak         108.03 

modelled Kramer 0.8727 0.01241 70.353 0.0000 113.33 
 

Chuine model 

In the Chuine model it happened often that the chilling limit was not reached and therefore no 
budbreak was calculated. This reduced the dataset in an unpredictable way and made 
comparisons impossible. After 14 optimization steps the Chuine model was therefore 
abandoned. 

 

Latitude model 

The variance explained by the latitude is 13% for beech (Figure 7.12) and 30% for birch 
(Figure 7.13). The difference between beech and birch is mainly due to the larger spread of 
the data range by inclusion of the Finnish birch plots. As the relation has been derived with 
observed budbreak data, the slope of the regression is close to 1. But the variation of the 
budbreak data predicted with the latitude model is much smaller than the variation of the 
observed data. 

 

Figure 7.11  Performance of the latitude model for beech. Left: Observed vs. predicted budbreak, 
right: plot of residuals against time.  
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Figure 7.13  Performance of the latitude model for birch. Left: Observed vs. predicted budbreak, 
right: plot of residuals against time.  

 

End of the growing season 

Beech 

Significant covariates were annual average temperatures, the average temperatures of 
September, October and November, the minimum temperature in November, the minimum 
water balance of the whole growing season and latitude (Table 7.6). The relations were not 
linear, the introduction of a polynom (using the function poly) improved the model.  

As shown in Figure 7.14 the performance of this model is bad. R2 is only 0.14, and the spread 
of the estimated values is much smaller than the observed data. The slope of 1 which is 
suggested by the loess smoother is an artefact of the fact that validation was made with the 
same dataset as the derivation. The latitude model according to the Mapping Manual is even 
worse than the regression model (Figure 7.15) with only 1% of the variance explained. 

 

Table 7.6  Output of the regression model for leaf discoloration of beech 

  poly Estimate Std..Error t.value p.z 

average annual 
temperature 

1 98.937 26.147 3.784 0.000 

2 57.629 14.193 4.061 0.000 

T Sept 

1 180.735 26.604 6.794 0.000 

2 -13.307 14.095 -0.944 0.345 

T Oct 

1 62.654 28.111 2.229 0.026 

2 54.020 15.198 3.554 0.000 

T Nov 

1 44.723 33.649 1.329 0.184 

2 -15.509 17.750 -0.874 0.382 

minimum temperature 
Nov 

1 -52.244 27.969 -1.868 0.062 

2 16.986 18.619 0.912 0.362 

water balance 

1 -31.152 16.171 -1.926 0.054 

2 -11.851 12.763 -0.929 0.353 

Latitude 

1 85.379 13.053 6.541 0.000 

2 7.426 12.736 0.583 0.560 
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Figure 7.14  Performance of the regression model for leaf discoloration in beech. Left: modelled vs. 
observed values. Right: Plot of residuals against years. 

 

Figure 7.15  Performance of the latitude model for leaf discoloration in beech. Left: modelled vs. 
observed values. Right: Plot of residuals against years. 

Birch 

The birch dataset does not include the Finnish sites as no data on leaf discoloration and on 
humidity were available. In birch, monthly temperatures of September and October, the 
minimum climatic water balance and latitude were significant predictors for leaf discoloration. 
In addition, annual temperature and the minimum water balance were significant predictors. 
As in beech polynoms were calculated. Table 7.7 shows the coefficients of the model, Figure  
the plot of modelled vs. observed values. The model is even worse than the beech model, 
with only 8% of the variance explained. The latitude model explains even less, 4%, of the 
variance (Figure ). 
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Table 7.7  Output of the regression model for leaf discoloration of birch. 

  poly Estimate Std..Error t.value p.z 

T Sept 

1 93.92 26.623 3.528 0.000 

2 56.30 15.033 3.745 0.000 

T Oct 

1 76.95 24.315 3.165 0.002 

2 -8.00 14.204 -0.563 0.573 

water balance 

1 -128.15 15.696 -8.165 0.000 

2 -26.77 13.330 -2.009 0.045 

Latitude 

1 -130.99 12.726 -10.293 0.000 

2 -9.03 13.481 -0.670 0.503 

 

Figure 7.16  Performance of the regression model for leaf discoloration in birch. Left: modelled vs. 
observed values. Right: Plot of residuals against years. 

 

   

Figure 7.17 Performance of the latitude model for leaf discoloration in birch. Left: modelled vs. 
observed values. Right: Plot of residuals against years. 
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7.5 Conclusions 

 Budbreak of beech and birch has shifted to earlier dates during the last 20 years. This 
justifies the evaluation of a more dynamic procedure than the latitude model as a tool to 
model future O3 uptake periods as the latitude model cannot handle changes in climate. 

 Various budbreak models were tested with a large dataset from the Pan European 
Phenology Project PEP725 (332 beech and 418 birch plots). Their performance was 
assessed using a regression of the residuals against time. 

 From the models tested for beech and birch, the Kramer budbreak model performed best 
(Table 7.9). The two stage Kramer model explained 41% and 58% of the variance in 
budbreak date for beech and birch respectively. The slope of observed vs. modelled 
budbreak is close to 1 in beech. In birch it is 0.87, suggesting that early or late budbreak 
dates will be modelled less accurately. The beech model, however, is not able to fully 
explain the time trend of budbreak whereas in the birch model the time trend of the 
residuals is quite small. 

 Parameters are published also for other tree species which enables a generalisation but it 
is recommended to test the parameterisation against observed budbreak data. 

 The temperature sum models did not yield any usable predictions for budbreak of beech 
and birch. Also the proposed models for the end of the growing season are not good 
enough to allow a use for mapping purposes. 

 

Table 7.9  Summary of the performance of budbreak models for beech and birch. 

Model Fagus sylvatica (beech) Betula sp. (birch) 

  R2 adj Slope 

time 
trend 

residuals R2 adj Slope 

time 
trend 

residuals 

Menzel 0.31 0.91 -0.21       

Kramer 0.41 0.99 -0.18 0.58 0.87 -0.04 

Simple temperature sum 0.26 0.87 -0.32 0.36 0.16 -0.24 

Temperature sum Sakalli & Simpson       0.12 0.16 -0.03 

Latitude model 0.13 1.02 -0.37 0.3 1.01 -0.08 

Observed time trend     -0.37     -0.09 
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Summary 

 The time period during the year when forest trees are susceptible for O3 exposure, the 

O3 sensitivity period, O3SP, may be defined for deciduous trees as the period between 
leaf budburst and autumn leaf coloration, while for evergreen coniferous trees it should 
be based on the period of active leaf gas exchange.  

 The start and end of O3SP were assessed for deciduous (European Silver birch) and 
coniferous (Norway spruce) trees in Fennoscandia. 

 The latitude model, currently used in the LRTAP Modelling and Mapping Manual, has 
a limited capacity to predict yearly values for the timing of the onset of budburst of birch 
at 6 sites in Sweden and at 17 sites Finland (R2 0.62, slope 2.4), and it strongly 
underestimated the day-of-year (doy) for bud burst of birch at northern latitudes, 
compared to what has been observed.  

 A modification of the latitude model did to some extent improve the predictions of 
budburst of birch (R2 0.63, slope 0.85). 

 A temperature sum (Tsum) model, accumulating daily mean temperatures above 5 oC 
up to a limit of 45 degree*days, predicted budburst of birch in Sweden and Finland 
relatively well, with an R2 of 0.83 and a slope of 0.88. 

 The two-stage Kramer model, used with default parameterisation from Germany, 
strongly overestimated the doy for budburst by 20-30 days at northern latitudes, but 
otherwise provided a relatively strong correlation between predicted and observed doy 
for budburst  (R2 0.71, slope 0.76).  

 For Fennoscandia, it might be appropriate to use the simple Tsum model 

parameterized for birch to predict the timing of start of the O3 sensitivity period 
for deciduous forests.  

 For the timing of autumn leaf coloration there were increasing trends for doy at all sites. 

 There were some weak correlations between the doy for autumn leaf coloration and 
the mean temperature across the months July and August, in particular in the southern 
geographical region of Sweden and Finland. 

 A satisfying model to predict the end of the O3SP for deciduous trees species in 
Fennoscandia still has to be developed. 

 In stands in Northern Sweden, the gas exchange of mature Norway spruce trees 
started well before the predicted start of growing season, both when predicted with the 
Modelling and Mapping Manual latitude model as well as when predicted as the time 
when 24-h mean temperatures exceeded 5oC.  

 The latitude model used within the Modelling and Mapping Manual to estimate 
the onset of the O3SP for coniferous tree species in Fennoscandia clearly needs 
to be replaced. The solution is not to use a simple application as when 24-h mean 
temperatures exceeded 5oC. 
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 For predicting the timing of the end of the O3SP during autumn in Fennoscandia, 
there are currently no satisfactory methods available for coniferous tree 
species. 

 

8.1 Introduction 

The time period during the year when forest trees may be susceptible to O3 exposure, the O3 
sensitivity period (O3SP, Klingberg et al., 2014), may be defined for deciduous trees as the 
period between leaf bud burst and leaf autumn coloration, while for evergreen coniferous trees 
it should be based on the period of active leaf gas exchange.  

The aim of this document was to review the performance of different methods to estimate the 
timing of the leaf budburst and leaf autumn coloration for deciduous trees as well as the period 
of active gas exchange for coniferous trees in Fennoscandia. A further aim was to describe 
the significance of climate induced changes in the phenology for the methods to estimate the 
O3SP. Finally, the aim was to make suggestions for improvements concerning the estimations.  

A special emphasis is given to the timing of the spring budburst of deciduous tree species in 
Fennoscandia. In Chapter 7, methods are described to estimate the timing of budburst for 
beech and birch over large parts of Europe north of the Alps. 

O3 has to be taken up through the stomata of leaves in order to have negative impacts on 
physiology and growth of forest trees. Leaf O3 uptake, i.e. the stomatal O3 flux, is considered 
as the most appropriate index to estimate vegetation O3 exposure (Mills et al., 2011). Relevant 
O3 exposure indices for vegetation should be calculated for the period during the year when 
the vegetation is sensitive to O3 impacts. It has been suggested to use a more general concept 
of an O3 sensitive period, O3SP, (Klingberg et al., 2014) instead of the terms “accumulation 
period, phenology and growing season” currently used in the Modelling and Mapping Manual 
(LRTAP Convention, 2017). Traditionally O3SP has been considered to coincide with the 
growing season. However it is in fact not known if O3 may have an impact on deciduous trees 
e.g. during the process of bud swelling before the bud burst or after the onset of autumn leaf 
coloration. 

O3SP at northern latitudes are getting longer (Karlsson et al., 2007) and are starting earlier 
during spring. Of particular interest at northern latitudes is the overlap between high O3 
concentrations during spring and the initiation of the O3SP. This is illustrated in Figure 8.1 
with data from Esrange, located in northern Sweden (Lat 67o45´, Long 20o15´). The monthly 
mean daytime O3 concentrations calculated over two different five-year periods, 1990-1994 
and 2006-2010 were plotted separately for each month of the year. In addition, the length of 
growing season for the nearby site Ätnarova is illustrated for the same two five-year periods. 
The monthly mean daylight O3 concentrations at Esrange had a maximum in April. 
Furthermore, it was higher during spring for the latter five-year period compared to the earlier 
period. At these northern latitudes, the growing season started later in the year for the period 
1990-1994, compared to the period 2006-2010. Hence the start of the growing season and 
the high O3 concentrations during spring are progressively increasing to overlap.  
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Figure 8.1        The monthly mean daytime O3 concentrations calculated over two different five-year 

periods, 1990-1994 and 2006-2010 for the site Esrange, positioned in northern 
Sweden (Lat 67o45´, Long 20o15´). In addition the mean start and end of growing 
season for the nearby site Ätnarova is shown for the two five-year periods with two 
different grey areas. The dark grey area indicates the mean growing season for 
1990-1994 while the lighter grey area indicates the mean growing season 2006-
2010. The start of growing season was calculated as the occasion when the daily 
mean air temperature exceeded 5oC for five consecutive days and vice versa for the 
end of the growing season. For the period 1990-1994 the growing season lasted 
between day-of-year (doy) 151-256, for the period 2006-2010 between doy 139-261. 
Klingberg et al., in preparation. 

 
 

8.2 Changes in the phenology of trees in northern Europe  

The earlier onset of spring budburst and the later onset of autumn leaf coloration was 
demonstrated e.g. by Olsson (2014), see Figure 8.2. The average day of year (doy) for 
budburst and leaf colouring was assessed for more than 1,000 trees in Austria, Germany and 
the United Kingdom between 1950 and 2012, with data from the Pan European Phenology 
Project, see further below. Overall, budburst advanced 4-5 days/decade and the autumn leaf 
coloration was delayed by 4-5 days/decade. 

 
Figure 8.2         Average day of year of budburst and leaf colouring for over a 1,000 trees in Austria, 

Germany and the United Kingdom between 1950 and 2012. From Olsson (2014). 
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Menzel et al. (2006) used long-term, ground-based, ocular inspection observations to 
determine that autumn leaf coloration in Europe was delayed by 1.3 days per decade between 
1971 and 2000. However, these trends were not unidirectional as only some individual sites 
demonstrated significantly delayed senescence, while others showed senescence dates that 
advanced and a large fraction of sites did not change significantly over time. 

 

8.3 The physiological basis for deciduous tree budburst and leaf coloration 

For birch in northern Europe, budburst is synchronized with flowering and hence the onset of 
the pollen season. Hence, there is a lot of research interest in being able to predict the onset 
of flowering of birch, due to the significance for pollen allergy. The synchronization is less 
evident for beech and oak. A comprehensive overview of the physiological basis for tree 
budburst and leaf coloration was provided by Olsson (2014). Existing models are to different 
extent capable of capturing the spring budburst or autumn leaf coloration for deciduous trees 
over large regions, such as northern Europe (Olsson, 2014). Uncertainties in model structure 
due to lack of scientific understanding are of more importance than uncertainties in phenology 
and climate data. Today there is no “ready-to use” model to apply for spring budburst and 
autumn coloration for birch and beech over large geographical areas such as e Fennoscandia. 

Spring budburst 

In northern tree species, budburst is controlled by both air temperature and the photoperiod. 
The role of the photoperiod for the budburst of beech was clearly demonstrated in an 
experimental study in the botanical garden of Munich, southern Germany. The light 
environment was manipulated by using light-tight and translucent plastic bags around the 
twigs (Zohner & Renner, 2015). Under constant 8-h days, budburst in beech outdoors was 
delayed by 41 days as compared to twigs receiving natural light conditions in translucent bags, 
under the environmental conditions prevailing in the botanical garden of Munich. Furthermore, 
long photoperiods advanced budburst for one-third of the species investigated in an 
experimental study by Laube et al. (2014). 

 
Figure 8.3       Examples of chilling and forcing temperature responses. The efficiency of different 

temperatures to contribute to the chilling response is illustrated with the dotted curve 
and the left y-axis. The efficiency of different temperatures to contribute to the forcing 
response is illustrated with the solid curve and the right y-axis. From Linkosalo et al, 
2000. 
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Temperature controls budburst through two different processes; 1. Dormancy (inverse 
”readiness”), ”chilling temp sum”; 2. Forcing temperatures,”warming temp sum”. Increased 
chilling length, within certain limits, advanced budburst for almost all investigated species 
(Laube et al., 2014). Generally, in models the impact of temperature is calculated as 
temperature sums, with chilling temperature efficiency as an optimum curve and forcing 
temperatures above a base temperature, as illustrated in Figure 8.3. 
 

Autumn leaf coloration 

The delay in the autumn coloration of vegetation in Europe is not as clear as the changes 
during spring (Menzel et al., 2006). Temperature-induced changes in senescence at high-
latitude sites are likely to be constrained by the influence of photoperiod (Gill et al., 2015). 
Local meteorological factors such as wind, precipitation and solar radiation have been shown 
to affect dates of senescence (Liu et al, 2016). 

 

8.4 General considerations for the O3 sensitivity periods for trees 

There are some general considerations that can be made regarding the revision of the 
methodology to estimate the O3SP for trees in continental and northern Europe.  

The main objectives with developing new methodology should be: 

 To predict year-to-year variations in O3 risk assessments: 

o There is a considerable yearly variation in the occurrence of high O3 
concentrations, in particular during spring at northern latitudes. It is important 
that O3SP for a specific year is predicted correctly in order to include/ exclude 
these periods of high concentrations when relevant; 

 To predict spatial variation in O3 risk assessments: 
o The O3SP varies greatly spatially across Europe, in particular with latitude and 

altitude, but also between coastal and inland climates etc.: 

 To predict impacts of climate change: 
o Climate change is having impacts on tree phenology and hence the O3SP. It is 

important that future changes can be predicted in a credible way. 

Further issues are to what extent O3SP should be used to make correct representations 
separately for different tree species or alternatively for more general generic groups of 
species. Furthermore, should the methodology be representative for the entire geographical 
area or alternatively make separate representations that are valid for different regions? Finally, 
it may be an advantage if the methodology is simple and easy to understand for non-experts. 

 

8.5 The O3 sensitivity period for deciduous tree species 

Definition of O3SP for deciduous tree species 

The O3SP for deciduous tree species is suggested to be defined as the time between onset 
of spring budburst and the onset of autumn leaf coloration. It is however recognized that it is 
unknown if O3 has impacts outside this time period, e.g. during the process of bud swelling or 
during the later processes of leaf senescence. 

The choice of a representative deciduous tree species for Fennoscandia involves several 
aspects. However, birch, Betula pendula, has a much larger geographical distribution over 
Fennoscandia, as compared to beech, Fagus sylvatica (Figure 8.4). Hence, the choice for 
Fennoscandia should be birch. 
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Figure 8.4         Geographical distribution maps for beech, Fagus sylvatica, (A) and birch (B, Betula 

pendula). Source: Wikipedia. 

 

Methods to calculate the start of O3SP for deciduous tree species 

New attempts to describe the timing of spring budburst for beech and birch in Europe north of 
the Alps are described in a parallel document, Braun et al., 2017. In this section, we attempt 
to describe the timing of spring budburst for birch in Fennoscandia. We have started the 
analyses with a dataset for budburst of birch in Sweden and Finland. Some aspects of the 
timing of autumn leaf coloration are also included in these analyses. 

 

Data description 

Phenology data were obtained for Betula species from Pan European Phenology Project 
PEP725, (http://www.pep725.eu/). Furthermore, data were obtained from the Swedish 
Phenology Network. For budburst, the class bbch 10 was used (First leaves separated (mouse 
ear)) and for leaf autumn coloration the class bbch 94, (Autumnal colouring of leaves (50%)). 
The data include the species Betula pendula and B. pubescence, and the data for these two 
species were not separated.  

The daily-mean temperatures from the sites in Finland were extracted from MESAN 
(Häggmark et al., 2000). MESAN is a system for mesoscale analyses of selected 
meteorological variables, including 2 m temperature, not readily provided by numerical 
weather forecast models. MESAN uses “Optimal interpolation” of observations of 
meteorological variables from a range of data sources together with a “Background field” from 
a meteorological weather forecast model to produce gridded fields of the variables in question. 
The daily-mean 2 m temperatures for the present study were extracted from the MESAN-grid 
encompassing each observation site and, for simplicity, averaged over data every three hours 
in GMT-time (the daily averages are thus not identical to the local time 24-hour averages, but 
shifted some 2 hours). The daily-mean temperatures from the sites in Sweden were obtained 
from geographically interpolated data supplied by SMHI, “Luftweb”. 

In the analysis of the onset of spring budburst, data were used for 17 sites in Finland which 
did not lack more than one year of data over the 15-year period 1997-2011, and for 6 sites in 
Sweden with three years data 2013-2016 (Figure 8.5). For analysis of autumn leaf colouration, 
data were used for 10 sites in Finland with one year or less missing data 2008-2013 and 15 
sites in Sweden with at least 3 years data 2010-2015. Latitude for the sites ranged from 55 – 

http://www.pep725.eu/
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68 degrees, longitudes ranged from 12-31 degrees. However, for the analysis of the relations 
between autumn leaf colouration and mean temperatures, data was currently available for 
only four of the Finnish sites. 

Budburst 

 

Autumn leaf coloration 

 

Figure 8.5         Map over the different sites with information on the timing of budburst (left) and 
autumn leaf coloration (right) for birch in Finland and Sweden. 

 
General data analysis 

The variation between data on spring budburst for all sites and years was considerable, but in 
many cases between-year variations were synchronized between sites (data not shown). For 
the mean values across the whole time period, 1997-2011 for Finland and 2013-2016 for 
Sweden, separately for each site, there were strong correlations for the timing of spring 
budburst with site latitude but not for autumn leaf coloration (Figure 8.6). The latter is a 
somewhat unexpected result. There were no correlations with longitude (data not shown). 

 

  

Figure 8.6      The mean timing (day of year, doy) for budburst (BB_doy) and autumn coloration 
(AUT_doy) for sites with birch in Sweden and Finland, plotted against geographical 
position described by latitude. 

 

For mean values over long time periods, there are strong correlations for the timing of 
spring budburst with site latitude, but not for autumn leaf coloration for birch in 
Sweden and Finland. 
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In Figure 8.7 time trends are shown for spring bud burst (left) and autumn leaf coloration 
(right), for birch in Finland, grouped according to four different latitude classes. 

For budburst, the between-year variation was large and there were no clear trends over the 
period 1997-2011. This is in contrast to the results from the analysis by Olsson (2014, Figure 
8.1). Earlier studies have demonstrated a significant advancement in the timing of the bud 
burst in the northern half of Finland (Poikolainen et al., 2016). This may not be shown if the 
data are analysed together for the whole country. The gradient from south to north for the 
timing of budburst is clear.  

For doy for autumn coloration there were clear increasing trends for all latitude groups as well 
as across all sites. This is some conflict with the statement of Menzel et al. (2006), who 
observed no trend in leaf colouring, but in that study the majority of the observations were 
from Germany. As already shown in Figure 6.6, there was no clear relation between the timing 
of leaf autumn coloration and latitude for birch in Finland. 

 

For the timing spring budburst for birch in Finland, there were no clear trends over the 
time period 1997-2011. 

For the timing of autumn leaf coloration for birch in Finland there was a trend for later 
dates for all latitude groups.  

 

  

Figure 8.7       Time trends for spring bud burst (left) and autumn leaf coloration (right), for Betula 
sites in Finland, grouped according to four different latitude classes. Included are 
sites were data for budburst are missing <2 year, for autumn coloration <3 years. 
Latitude_60; latitudes 60-61.99, etc Latitude 66; latitudes >66. Black trend lines are 
added for regressions across all sites. 

 

The correlations between budburst and autumn leaf coloration with temperature were 
analysed using Tsum based on 24h mean temperatures specific for the different sites: 

Figure 8.8 shows the correlation between the mean accumulated Tsum >5oC since January at 
the time of observed budburst as mean values over the period 1997-2011, plotted against 
latitude for the 17 different sites with birch across Finland. Also shown is the standard 
deviation.  

The accumulated Tsum >5oC at the day of the observed budburst was relatively similar for all 
sites independently of latitude, with a mean value of around 44 degree*days. The standard 
deviation was around 10-20 degree*days, demonstrating a considerable between-year 
variation, which however seem to be similar for all sites except one. Altitude was tested, but 
did not explain the difference in Tsum >5oC for a specific sites vs the mean for all sites. 
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Figure 8.8 The accumulated temperature sum 
>5oC since January at the time of observed 
budburst, as a mean value across a 15-year 
period, plotted against latitude for 17 different 
sites with birch across Finland. The mean value 
and the standard deviation for each site over the 
period 1997-2011 are shown.  

 
 

The accumulated temperature sum >5oC at the day of the observed budburst, as a 
mean value across  a 15-year period, was relatively similar for all sites independently 
of latitude, with a mean value of around 44 degree days. 

 

Predicted vs observed timing of spring budburst of birch in Sweden and Finland – comparison 
of alternative models 

In the current version of the Mapping Manual, the timing of the budburst (start of growing 
season, SGS) for deciduous trees in northern Europe is estimated with the “latitude model”, 
which is defined as “SGS occurs at year day 105 at latitude 50°N, SGS will alter by 1.5 days 
per degree latitude earlier on moving south and later on moving north”, i.e. SGS = 105 + ((lat-
50)*1.5); SGS in day of year; lat in degrees 

Prediction vs observations of the timing for the onset of budburst of birch in Sweden and 
Finland were compared using four different models: 

1. The latitude model as described in the Modelling and Mapping Manual; 
2. A modified version of the latitude model, according to SGS = 105 + (((lat*6)-340)*0.7); 
3. A simple Tsum model, where daily mean temperatures were accumulated above 5oC 

and budburst was assumed to occur when the accumulated Tsum >45 degree days; 
4. A version of the “Kramer model”, including the impacts of Tsum both on a chilling period 

and on a forcing period. This model is described in detail in the companion paper Braun 
et al., 2017, as well as in Kramer (1994a,b). The parameterisation used was “birch D”. 
In the Kramer model the forcing Tsum is accumulated over a base temperature of 0 oC. 

There are several more models that can be tested (e.g. Linvill, 1990; Andersen, 1991, Sakalli 
and Simpson, 2012).  The model by Sakalli & Simpson (2012) was tested in Chapter 7. It was 
less good compared to the Tsum models. More models might be tested in a later stage, as well 
as including observation data from Norway in the validation procedures. 

 

Description of the Kramer model 

The default Kramer model function for the rate of forcing (Rf, for explanation see Figure 8.3 
above) is shown in Figure 8.9 and compared to the corresponding function used for beech. 
The function gives much lower values for birch in the temperature range 0-10 oC, as compared 
to beech. At 10 oC, the value for birch is 0.02, while the value for beech is 0.48. The limit value 
for the accumulated Rf at budburst, Fcrit, is set to 1.0 for birch and 9.66 for beech, but this 
difference is smaller than the difference in Rf values in the relevant temperature ranges. 
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Figure 8.9 Comparison of the value for Rf 
values for birch and beech calculated at 
different daily mean temperatures (T) by the 
Kramer model. 

 

Results from the comparisons 

From the results shown in Figure 8.10A, it is clear that the latitude model had a limited 
capacity to predict yearly values for the timing of the onset of budburst, compared to what has 
been observed in Finland and Sweden. Observation ranged between doy 90-170 while the 
predictions from the latitude model only ranged between doy 110-130. It was possible to 
modify the latitude model to get the slope between observed and modelled values close to 1 
and have an expanded range over the x-axis, as exemplified in Figure 8.10B, but the R2 did 
not improve.  

The simple Tsum model on the other hand, predicted doy for budburst almost with the same 
range as the yearly observations at the sites (Figure 8.10C), with an R2 of 0.83 and a slope 
of 0.88.  

The Kramer model applied with default parameterisation (from Germany) predicted the same 
range in between-year variation in the timing of budburst as was observed (Figure 8.10D), 
but the Kramer model systematically overestimated the doy for budburst by 20-30 days. It is 
likely that the function for the rate of temperature forcing, Rf, (Figure 6.9) yielded too low values 
in the relevant temperature range. This result contrasts with what was found by Braun et al., 
in Chapter 7.  

 

The latitude model had a limited capacity to predict yearly values for the timing of the 
onset of budburst of birch in Sweden and Finland, compared to what has been 
observed. Even a modified version of the latitude model did not make satisfactory 
predictions of budburst. 

A simple temperature sum model predicted budburst relatively well compared to 
observations, with an R2 of 0.83 and a slope of 0.88. 

The Kramer model, used with default parameterisation, gave a good prediction of the 
range of doy for the budburst of birch, but the model over-predicted the doy for 
budburst by 20-30 days, i.e. it predicted a later timing for the budburst.  
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

 

D 

  
Figure 8.10      Comparison of the prediction of the onset of budburst (day of year, doy) of birch in 

Sweden and Finland for the “latitude model” (A) and a model based on the 
accumulated daily temperature sum above 5oC since Jan 1st (C). In the temperature 
sum model it was assumed that budburst occur when the accumulated temperature 
sum >5 oC exceed 45 degree*days. In addition, the latitude model was modified (B) 
according to SGS = 105 + (((lat*6)-340)*0.7), in order to improve the correlation with 
observations. This modification was by no means optimized and should only be seen 
as an example. Finally, the timing of budburst was predicted with the Kramer model 
(D). The analysis was made with the annual data, 1997-2011 from 17 sites in Finland 
and 2013-2016 from 6 sites in Sweden. Only sites with a data loss of one year or 
less were used. 

 

 
Methods to calculate the end of O3SP for deciduous tree species 

Keskitalo et al. (2005) studied the process of senescence in free-growing aspen trees, Populus 
tremula, growing in Umeå, northern Sweden. They concluded that senescence was initiated 
solely by the photoperiod. Degradation of leaf constituents took place over an 18-d period.  

There is today no generally accepted model to apply for autumn leaf coloration for deciduous 
trees. Liu et al. (2016) analysed the end-of-season (EOS) in northern China, determined from 
satellite data. They suggested that temperature during summer affects EOS in autumn. They 
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suggested to use the mean temperature 1-5 months prior to EOS. To improve the models, 
they suggested to in addition use precipitation sum and solar radiation 1–5 months prior to 
EOS. Delpierre et al. (2009) analysed the timing of temperate forest autumn leaf colouring in 
France 1997–2006. They suggested to use a model based on a one-way process triggered 
by photoperiod and progressing through a photoperiod-sensitive cold-degree day summation 
procedure.  

Estrella & Menzel (2006) analysed the autumn leaf coloration dates for 4 deciduous tree 
species (horse chestnut, beech, birch, oak) in Germany (1951–2003). They concluded that a 
warm September (all species) and August (oak, birch) delayed autumn leaf coloration while a 
warm June (horse chestnut, oak) and May (horse chestnut) advanced autumn leaf coloration, 
even though the correlation coefficients were relatively weak. Autumn leaf coloration dates 
were not strongly related to the date when the daily mean temperatures decreased below 5 
oC for five consecutive days. In conclusion, they stated that there is no complete and coherent 
model for the timing of observed autumn leaf coloration of deciduous trees in temperate zones.  

However, Estrella & Menzel (2006) still suggested the following model for beech, based on 
mean monthly temperatures for June, August and September:  

Beech leaf colouring [day of the year] = 264.86 + (–1.30 × mo_6 [°C]) + (1.04 × mo_8 [°C]) + 
           (1.56 × mo_9 [°C]).  

For birch, the number of dry days in September were incorporated alongside August and 
September mean temperatures. 

Birch leaf colouring [day of the year] = 254 + (0.68 mo_8 [°C]) + (1.45 mo_9 [°C]) +  
  (–0.35 ndry_9 [no.  of days]) 

Preliminary analyses were made in this study of the leaf autumn coloration for 15 sites 2010-
2015 with birch in Sweden and 4 sites 2008-2013 in Finland, for separate sites and years, 
correlating the doy for leaf coloration with the mean temperatures for the time period  1 July – 
31 August (Figure 8.11). The sites were separated into three geographical classes depending 
on latitudes. 

 

 
Figure 8.11 Comparison of the annual doy for observed leaf coloration, separately for each site, with 
the mean temperatures for the time period  1 July – 31 August for the same year and site. The sites 
were separated into three geographical classes depending on latitudes. 

 

There were some weak indications that there might be a correlation of the doy for leaf autumn 
coloration with the corresponding mean temperature for the months July + August, in particular 
in the southern geographical region.  In the northern region, there was no correlation what so 
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ever. The relation between autumn leaf coloration and the mean temperature for the months 
August + September was also tested, but gave worse results. 

The analyses shown in Figure 6.11 represent a first step and need to be elaborated further. 
For autumn coloration there seems to be increasing temporal trends of doy for all latitude 
groups as well as across all sites (Figure 6.7), but this is not well explained by differences in 
the mean monthly temperatures for July + August (Figure 8.11). 

 

8.6 The O3 sensitivity period for evergreen coniferous tree species 

Definition of O3SP for coniferous tree species 

The O3SP for coniferous tree species is suggested to be defined as the period during the year 
with active leaf gas exchange. 

 

Methods to calculate the start of O3SP for coniferous tree species 

In northern Europe the growing season has been suggested to start when the 24-hour mean 
temperature exceed a base temperature of approximately 5oC (range 3.3 – 6.5 oC for different 
sites) during five consecutive days (Suni et al., 2003). This study was based on micro-
meteorological measurements of canopy gas exchange for coniferous trees species in 
northern Sweden and Finland as well as Siberia.  

However, other studies reveal a more complicated picture. Wallin et al. (2013) measured gas-
exchange of 40-year-old Norway spruce trees with branch cuvettes in stands at Flakaliden in 
northern Sweden at 64.1o latitude. The trees were enclosed in “Whole-Tree Chambers” and 
were subject to combination treatments with ambient and elevated temperature and CO2, 
respectively. Measurements were also made on adjacent trees without enclosure. Data on 
light saturated photosynthesis was reported but it can be assumed that there is a relatively 
close correlation between photosynthesis and stomatal conductance in these trees. 
Measurements were made during spring recovery from dormancy during three years 2002-
2004. Results are shown in Figure 8.12 for 2003, a year with spring temperatures similar to 
long-term average spring temperatures. The results from the other years were similar. It can 
be seen from the results that the recovery of gas-exchange from winter dormancy is non-linear 
over time and that the first recovery, up to 60% of summer maximum gas-exchange, occurs 
already more than a month before the calculated start of growing season (calculated as when 
the 24-h mean temperatures exceed 5oC as well as calculated with the latitude model = 
doy126). It is also clear that the treatment with elevated temperature advanced the start of the 
gas-exchange to earlier dates. Measurements on trees without enclosure resembled those of 
the enclosed trees with ambient temperatures. The main conclusions made by the authors 
were that the photosynthetic recovery during spring to a large extent was related to air 
temperature and that intermittent frost events delayed the recovery.  
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Figure 8.12      Light-saturated photosynthesis (% of June average) of 1-year-old shoots in 40-year 

old Norway spruce trees at Flakaliden in northern Sweden (latitude 64.1o) plotted 
against day of year (doy) on the x-axis. Data are for trees enclosed in “Whole-Tree 
Chambers” with ambient temperatures (Blue symbols) or with elevated temperatures 
(red symbols). Also show are data for trees not enclosed in chambers (grey field). 
Vertical thick lines indicate the timing of the start of the growing season calculated 
as when 24-h mean temperatures exceed 5 oC for five consecutive days in the 
chambers with ambient temperature (blue line) and elevated temperatures (red line). 
The start of growing season calculated with the latitude model is doy 126. Data is 
shown for the year 2003, but similar data were obtained for 2002 and 2004. For more 
details, see Wallin et al. (2013). 

  

Hence, methods used within the Modelling and Mapping Manual to estimate the onset of the 
O3 sensitivity period for coniferous tree species in northern Europe clearly needs revision and 
the solution is not a simple application as when 24-h mean temperatures exceeded 5oC. One 
approach, suggested by Klingberg et al. (2014), could be to define the O3 sensitivity period 
based on daily calculations of stomatal conductance (gsto) with the DO3SE model approach, 
based on local meteorology. The start (end) of the O3SP was suggested as the first (last) day 
of the year when the daily summed gsto exceeded 30% of the theoretically maximum daily 
summed gsto (gmax summed over 24 h). 

 

It is evident that the start of the gas exchange of these mature Norway spruce trees in 
stands in Northern Sweden started well before the calculated start of growing season, 
either as when 24-h mean temperatures exceeded 5oC or as predicted with the latitude 
model. 

 

Methods to calculate the end of O3SP for coniferous tree species 

There are, as far as we know, no methods to calculate the end of O3SP for coniferous tree 
species. 

 

8.7 Conclusions  

Conclusions regarding potential methods to estimate O3SP for trees in Fennoscandia: 

day of year
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Deciduous trees (birch), start of O3SP: A satisfying model can most likely be developed 
within the next few years. A modified Latitude model may act as a “quick fix”. 

Deciduous trees (birch), end of O3SP: A satisfying model can maybe be developed within 
the next few years. 

Coniferous trees (spruce), start of O3SP: A satisfying model can probably be developed 
within the next few years 

Coniferous trees (spruce), end of O3SP: As yet, there are no available models or even 
concepts. These have to be developed from scratch. 
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9 Analysis of O3 flux-effect relationships - the Random Effects Method 

 

Christian Schindler1) and Sabine Braun2) 

1) Swiss TPH, University of Basel, Switzerland 
2) Institute for Applied Plant Biology, Schönenbuch, Switzerland 

 

9.1 The Fuhrer method 

For establishing dose-response and flux-effect relationships between O3 and plant response, 
the results from experiments in open top chambers were used (Fuhrer et al., 1997). Such 
experiments have at least two treatments: a control which may contain some O3 and one or 
several treatments with increased O3. For control treatments containing O3, Fuhrer et al. 
(1997) proposed to evaluate first the regression between plant response and O3 and use the 
intercept of the regression line (i.e., the intersection with the y-axis) as estimate for the plant 
response among controls (Figure 9.1). This procedure allows estimating a confidence interval 
for the intercept. While it does not affect the slope of the regression, the calculation of the 
hypothetical control translates, however, the error of the regression line to the intercept. The 
Fuhrer method corrects the biomass from multiannual experiments with an exponent of 
1/years but it does not consider the exponential distribution of the biomass data. The 
adjustment of multi-annual experiments used so far leads to a loss of statistical power as it 
reduces the spread of the data points over the two axes. 

 

Figure 9.12  Flux-effect relationship for Betula sp. (birch) and Fagus sylvatica (beech) analysed 
with the Fuhrer method. 

 

Advantages of the Fuhrer method are: 

 Relatively easy to apply; 
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 Comparison with Random Effects Method reveals similar slopes of the dose 
response relationships and critical levels (for the data that have been tested). 

Drawbacks of the Fuhrer method are: 

 Does not allow considering the exponential nature of the growth of young plants 
(problem for trees) 

 Does not allow to account for the arrangement of the data in groups (experiments) 

 Does not allow for a transformation of the dependent variable assuring normal 
distribution of the residuals. 

 

9.2 The Random Effects Method 

We propose here to analyze dose-response curves with more sophisticated regression 
methods which are more flexible and allow adaptations to specific datasets. The exponential 
transformation might not be necessary for crops but it is certainly needed for trees. 

 

With an exponential growth model, the size of the tree i at time t can be described as: 

 

𝑠𝑖(𝑡) = 𝑠𝑖(0) × 𝑒(𝑏1×𝑡−𝑏2×𝑐𝑖×𝑡) 

 

with: 

si(t): size of tree i at time t 

c1= O3 exposure level of tree i. 

 

If we assume that si(0), b1 and b2 are constant across all trees of a given experiment then we 

obtain: 

 

𝑠𝑖(𝑡)

𝑠1(𝑡)
= 𝑒−𝑏2×(𝑐𝑖−𝑐1)×𝑡 

(tree number 1 with lowest value ci being the reference) 

 

Taking logarithm, one obtains: 

𝑙𝑛 [
𝑠𝑖(𝑡)

𝑠1(𝑡)
] = −𝑏2 × (𝑐𝑖 − 𝑐1) × 𝑡 

So, b2 can be estimated using a regression model 

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑏 × 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 

with y=ln[si(t)/s1(t)] and xi=-(ci-c1)*t 

and without intercept term. 
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When extending the regression analysis across different experiments, it makes sense to 
assume that the effects of O3 on growth vary slightly across experiments. This can be captured 
by a random component v added to b2 and satisfying: 

1) v is constant within trees of the same experiment 
2) v varies across experiments 
3) v has a mean value of 0 across all experiments 
4) v is normally distributed 

This gives rise to a random effects model of the form: 

 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = (𝑏 + 𝑣𝑗) × 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 

where j denotes the number of the experiment. 

 

We may further add a random intercept uj for each experiment j, capturing slight deviations 
from our assumptions: 

 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝑢𝑗 + (𝑏 + 𝑣𝑗) × 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 

When the biomass of the controls is set to 1 and O3 exposure is taken as difference in 
exposure between treatment and control (i.e., with exposure among controls being set to 0) 
the latter model is not necessary. 

 

With this exponential model, the biomass change over the whole experiment can be analyzed 
in relation to the O3 cumulated over the whole experiment.  

 

In R, the presented model can be calculated with the packacke nlme (Pinheiro et al., 2016): 

 

x <- (treatment_O3 – reference_O3) * duration exposure 

y <- log(size_tree/size_tree1) 

EXP: experiment number 

 

(i) without random effect of the intercept: 
model <-nlme( y ~ (b + v)*x,   data=mydata, fixed=c(b~1), start=c(b=- 

0.0035),  random= v~1|EXP) 

(ii) with random effect of the intercept: 
model <-nlme( y ~ u+(b + v)*x,   data=mydata, fixed=c(b~1), start=c(b=- 

0.0035),  random= u+v~1|EXP) 

 

If the log to the basis e is taken, then the slope b can be directly converted into an estimate of 
relative biomass loss in percent, i.e., by multiplying b with 100. This estimate is sufficiently 
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precise if b is small (e.g. <0.1). For larger values of b, 100*(exp(b)-1) should be taken. The 
confidence interval of b equals b ± SE*1.96. The relative biomass at O3=0 is 1 as the 
logarithmic model has an intercept of 0 (Figure 9.2). With this method, the statistical 
uncertainty about the intercept is no longer relevant.  

 

Errors in the control measurements may be taken into account by a random intercept u (bullet 
point ii).  

 

The Critical Level has to be defined as a maximum tolerated biomass reduction. This has 
already been done for the current Critical Level for forest trees where annual biomass losses 
of 2% and 4% are accepted for Norway spruce and  beech/birch, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 9.13  Dose response relationship for Betula sp. (birch) and Fagus sylvatica (beech) analysed 
with the Random Effects Model. The figure displays the exponential dose-response 
curve (solid line) and its 95%-confidence limits (dotted lines). 

 

Advantages of the Random Effects model are: 

 Allows more flexible data analysis including exponential growth data, transformation 
of the dependent variable and correct adjustment of confidence intervals for 
arrangements of data in groups;  

 Use of state of the art statistical methods. 

 

Drawbacks of the Random Effects model are: 

 More complex than the Fuhrer method; 
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 Requires certain statistical knowledge and experience with statistical software. 

 

9.3 Comparison of both methods for O3 effects on trees 

Recalculations of the dose-response curves with the random effects method were based on 
the dataset used by Büker et al. (2015) with threshold 1 (POD1). The comparison with results 
from the Fuhrer Method shows that the random effects model yields slightly more sensitive 
dose-response relationships than the Fuhrer approach (Table 9.8 - 9.3) while some standard 
errors are smaller and some larger. Larger standard errors can be explained by the non-
consideration of the clusters in the Fuhrer procedure. A better performance of the random 
effects approach is, however, illustrated by comparing the plots of fitted vs. observed values 
(Figure 9.14 and 9.4). This can be explained by the better suitability of a log model for 
biomass, by the retention of multiannual data which increases the spread of the x-axis and by 
the better control of differences between experiments. 

 

Table 9.8 Coefficients calculated with the random effects approach. 

 
slope Std.Error DF t-value p-value groups obs. 

Betula, Fagus, Populus -0.01153 0.00196 23 -5.89544 0.00000 18 41 

Betula, Fagus -0.01119 0.00208 19 -5.38621 0.00000 15 34 

Quercus deciduous -0.00269 0.00049 10 -5.49543 0.00030 6 16 

Quercus ilex -0.00221 0.00036 4 -6.16366 0.00350 2 6 

Coniferous -0.00268 0.00051 22 -5.25838 0.00000 18 40 

Picea -0.00258 0.00062 16 -4.19215 0.00070 13 29 
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Figure 9.14 Plot of predicted vs. observed values of ln(c i(t)/c1(t) for the Betula/Fagus dataset 
calculated with the Random Effects model 

 

Table 9.9 Coefficients calculated with the Fuhrer approach. 

 
intercept 

SE 

intercept slope SE slope p-value 

Betula, Fagus, Populus 0.99375 0.03251 -0.00847 0.00104 0.00000 

Betula, Fagus 1.00186 0.03190 -0.00930 0.00113 0.00000 

Quercus deciduous 1.03254 0.01964 -0.00275 0.00044 0.00002 

Quercus ilex 0.99938 0.01563 -0.00180 0.00061 0.04090 

Coniferous 0.99878 0.00585 -0.00240 0.00037 0.00000 

Picea 0.99837 0.00590 -0.00218 0.00059 0.00097 

 

 

Figure 9.15 Plot of predicted vs. observed relative biomass for the Betula/Fagus dataset calculated 
with the Fuhrer method. 
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Table 9.10 Estimates of POD1 (mmol m-2 y-1) values causing 5% biomass reduction including the 
95% confidence interval.  

 
random effects approach 

linear model (Fuhrer 

approach) 

 
average 

95% confidence 

interval average 

95% confidence 

interval 

Betula, Fagus, Populus 4.45 3.34 6.66 5.90 4.76 7.76 

Betula, Fagus 4.58 3.36 7.21 5.38 4.34 7.06 

Quercus deciduous 19.07 14.06 29.64 18.18 13.87 26.38 

Quercus ilex 23.16 17.57 33.95 27.75 16.73 81.30 

Coniferous 19.17 13.97 30.57 20.86 15.96 30.07 

Picea 19.85 13.53 37.29 22.93 14.99 48.72 

 

9.4 Conclusions 

 The Fuhrer Method for deriving critical levels for O3 has weaknesses that could be 
overcome by applying more elaborate regression methods;  

 In future analyses, we propose to apply an exponential growth model with random effects 
which is more flexible than the Fuhrer Method and allows adaptations to specific datasets; 

 Estimations of dose-response curves for trees revealed a better performance of the 
random effects model compared to the Fuhrer approach;  

 Calculations showed that the random effects model provides lower critical levels than the 
Fuhrer approach. 
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10 Epidemiologal analysis of O3 impacts on vegetation 

Sabine Braun1), Beat Achermann2), Alessandra DeMarco3), Håkan Pleijel4), Per Erik 
Karlsson5), Beat Rihm6), Christian Schindler7), Elena Paoletti8)  

1) Institute for Applied Plant Biology, Schönenbuch, Switzerland 
2) Federal Office for the Environment, Berne, Switzerland 
3) ENEA, SSPT-MET-INAT, Italy 

4) University of Gothenburg, Sweden 
5) IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute, Gothenburg, Sweden 
6) Meteotest, Berne, Switzerland 
7) Swiss TPH, University of Basel, Switzerland 
8) CNR, Sesto Fiorentino, Italy 

 

Braun et al. (2017) describe how epidemiological methods, originally developed for the study 
of effects of different environmental variables on human health, can be successfully used for 
the study of air pollution effects on vegetation, and applied to research questions analogous 
to those related to human health. A more extensive use of such methods in the context of 
evaluating air pollution effects on vegetation is recommended. Such studies can complement 
and support toxicological and other experimental studies by making systematic use of 
information at the landscape level. In so doing, they assess the distribution of risks for adverse 
effects of air pollutants in ecosystems while considering important confounding factors. 
Statistical associations between environmental drivers and effects may thus be established. 
These results may further be used to identify hypotheses to be tested in experiments. 

Epidemiological methods require a sufficiently large number of observations at large spatial 
and/or temporal scales along a distinct air pollution gradient and information on modifying 
factors, such as meteorological and soil characteristics. A relatively high spatial and temporal 
resolution is required to capture this information and thus to correctly assess the effects of air 
pollutants on vegetation, which may otherwise not become apparent in the analysis although 
relevant in reality. With an epidemiological approach the influence of several environmental 
drivers on effects can be considered, therefore it may be extended to scenario analyses where 
the combined effect of future air pollution and climate on vegetation is investigated. It will also 
be useful for the assessment of biological effects from different air pollution mitigation 
strategies at different scales. Epidemiological analysis has the potential to contribute highly 
significant information about air pollution effects on vegetation by combining understanding 
from experimental results with information from e.g. environmental monitoring, geographical 
information systems and remote sensing using a elaborate and well-established statistical 
framework. 

For human health studies, epidemiology has been established as important tool to examine 
factors that affect the frequency and distribution of disease, injury, and other health-related 
events in a defined population, serving the purpose of establishing prevention and control 
programmes. On the other hand, gradient studies have a long tradition in the research of air 
pollution effects on plants. While there is no principal difference between gradient and 
epidemiological studies, the former address more one-dimensional transects while the latter 
focus more on populations and include more experience in making quantitative predictions, in 
dealing with confounding factors and in taking into account the complex interplay of different 
factors acting at different levels. Epidemiological analyses may disentangle and quantify the 
contributions of different predictor variables to an overall effect, e.g. plant growth, and may 
generate hypotheses deserving further study in experiments. Therefore, their use in 
ecosystem research is encouraged. Braun et al. (2017) provide a number of recommendations 
on: (1) spatial and temporal aspects in preparing predictor maps of O3 exposure and 
meteorological covariates; (2) extent of a dataset required for an analysis; (3) choice of the 
appropriate regression model and conditions to be satisfied by the data; (4) selection of the 
relevant explanatory variables; (5) treatment of interactions and confounding factors; and (6) 
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assessment of model validity. For further details on the recommendations, see Braun et al. 
(2017). 
 
Reference 
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2017. Epidemiological analysis of ozone and nitrogen impacts on vegetation – Critical evaluation 
and recommendations. Science of the Total Environment 603-604, 785-792.  
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11  Interactions between ozone exposure and nitrogen application/ 
accumulation in crops 

Håkan Pleijel, Malin C Broberg, Sara Daun 

Department of Biological and Environmental Sciences, University of Gothenburg, P.O. Box 461, 

40530 Göteborg, Sweden. 

11.1 Introduction 

Nitrogen (N) is of fundamental importance for plant growth, often being the main growth 

limiting nutrient. Further, seed N, in the form of protein, is a major nutrient source for humans. 

Ground-level ozone (O3) is known to reduce the growth of crops (Mills et al., 2018). In crops 

like wheat it has been shown that N (protein) concentration is enhanced but N (protein) yield 

is reduced by O3 (Broberg et al., 2015). Thus, there are important interactions between O3 

effects on vegetation and N. 

The interaction between ozone (O3) and nitrogen effects on crops can be viewed from two 

different perspectives. Two fundamental questions can be asked: 

1. Does the O3 sensitivity of the crop depend on N application rate? This 

question has not been investigated systematically. 

2. Does O3 effect N use efficiency in crops? The analysis by Broberg et al. 

(2017) strongly indicated that this is the case for wheat, but is the effect 

different between N fixing crops and crops grown with artificial N 

application?  

In this SBD both questions are addressed. Since detailed and accurate information about unit 

area N application rate, and field grown crops, are required to address the first question, a 

sufficient amount of data was obtained only for the most well-studied crop: wheat. Several 

aspects of N use efficiency under O3 can be evaluated (on a relative scale) without detailed 

information about N application, as long as this is kept constant in the experiments. This 

analysis may also include well-designed pot experiments. Thus, the analysis for the second 

point could be extended to include rice and soybean, the latter being of particular interest for 

comparison with cereals since it is an N-fixing crop with high protein content. In general, rice 

can be viewed as moderately sensitive to O3 while soybean and wheat are considered highly 

sensitive (Mills et al., 2007). The database available for maize, another highly important crop 

globally, was considered too limited for inclusion in any of the analyses.  

11.2 Methods 

Data extraction and analysis of data 

We searched the peer review scientific literature for experimental data regarding effects of O3 

on field grown wheat, soybean and rice (April 2019). Data mining was made for seed yield 

(SY), seed protein concentration (SPC) and seed protein yield (SPY). Where protein yield was 

not reported it was calculated from SY and SPC. Also O3 concentration data (daytime average) 

of the experimental treatments, N application rate as well as information on soil rooting (field 

of pot) were extracted from the scientific papers where the experiments are described.  

Ozone sensitivity in relation to N application rate 

To address the first question, the extent to which O3 sensitivity is related to N application rate, 

the slope coefficient of the regressions between relative yield (calculated according to Fuhrer 

et al.,1994) and O3 exposure, expressed as daytime [O3] ([O3]day) or estimated AOT40, was 
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plotted vs. N application rate (which varied from 20 to 215 kg ha-1). As mention above, only 

wheat data could be used for this part, since the analysis requires unit area N application and 

SY to make all included experiments comparable. In many of the experiments for soybean 

and rice the N application rate was not reported and/or plants were grown in pots. AOT40 (45 

days) was estimated from [O3]day using the non-linear relationship presented in Pleijel et al. 

(2019). This part is based on 28 experiments, including 89 treatments from experiments 

performed in Belgium, Switzerland, Finland, Denmark, Sweden, USA, China and India. 

N efficiency under ozone exposure 

To answer the second question, the N efficiency as affected by O3 exposure, could be 

estimated for soybean, rice and wheat. Response functions were derived based on the 

principles of Fuhrer (1994) using [O3]day. The protein yield, as affected by O3 in different 

treatments on a relative scale, will basically represent the effect on N efficiency by O3 pollution, 

since protein content and N content of crops are strongly correlated (Mossé, 1990). Outliers 

were identified using the Rout method (Motulsky & Brown, 2006). The number of data points 

were 70 for soybean, 40 for rice and 95 for wheat. From this part of the study relationships for 

SY are included for the three crops. It should be noted that the relationships contain only the 

experiments for which SPC was reported, i.e. all graphs for a certain crop are based on exactly 

the same experiments to allow for direct comparison. Further experiments are available for 

SY. More details of this part of the study will become available in Broberg et al. (2020).  

Scenario analysis 

To investigate the implications of our results with respect to loss of protein and yield from O3, 

the estimated SPY based on absolute SY data from FAO, SPC from the experiments and the 

SPY response regressions are presented for the three levels of [O3]day: 10 ppb (~preindustrial), 

37 ppb (present) and a hypothetical projected further elevated [O3]day level of 60 ppb. The 

average [O3]day of the non-filtered treatment (representing the current ambient air [O3]day) was 

44 ppb for soybean, 38 ppb for rice and 35 ppb for wheat with a combined average of 37 ppb. 

It is hard to know the preindustrial background [O3] with certainty, since different methods were 

used to monitor O3 in the 19th century and first part of the 20th century. Based on existing 

evidence it has been estimated to have been ~10 ppb (Volz & Kley 1988; Marenco et al. 1994). 

Global average unit area yields for the period 2013-2017 of the three crops were extracted from 

the database of Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (FAO, 2019). Protein 

concentrations used in this analysis were based on the absolute SPC levels observed in the 

experiments covered by the study. More precisely, an average for each crop was made of the 

SPC associated with zero O3 in the regression between SPC and [O3]day for each experiment. 

11.3 Results and discussion 

Relationships between O3 sensitivity and N application rate in wheat 

For SY (Figure 11.1), there was a negative slope coefficient for all experiments indicating a 

general negative effect of ozone. There was no significant relationship between O3 sensitivity 

(as represented by the slope coefficient) and N application rate, just a very weak indication of 

a slightly higher sensitivity at higher N application rate. This was valid both when ozone 

exposure was expressed as [O3]day and as AOT40 (comparing Figure 11.1A and 11.1B). 
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Figure 11.1. Relationship between the slope coefficient of the linear regression of the 

relative seed yield (SY) with ozone exposure and N application rate (Napp) using (A) the 

daytime average ozone concentration [O3]day and (B) AOT40 as the ozone exposure 

metric. 

 

In the case of SPC (Figure 11.2), the slope coefficient was positive for most experiments, but 

with a few notable exceptions. The typical effect levels were of a smaller magnitude than for 

SY. There was no significant relationship between ozone sensitivity (as represented by the 

slope coefficient) and N application. The pattern was very similar when [O3]day and AOT40 

were used to express ozone exposure (comparing Figure 11.2A and 11.2B). 
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Figure 11.2. Relationship between the slope coefficient of the linear regression of the 

relative seed protein concentration (GPC) with ozone exposure and N application rate 

(Napp) using (A) the daytime average ozone concentration [O3]day and (B) AOT40 as the 

ozone exposure metric. 

SPY (Figure 11.3) showed a response pattern similar to that for SY, although the magnitude 

of the negative effect of ozone on GPY was smaller than for GY as a result of the typically 

positive effect of ozone on GPC. There was no significant relationship between ozone 

sensitivity (as represented by the slope coefficient) with N application, just a very weak 

indication of higher sensitivity at higher N application rate. This applied both when ozone 

exposure was expressed as [O3]day and as AOT40 (comparing Figure 11.3A and 11.3B). 
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Figure 11.3. Relationship between the slope coefficient of the linear regression of the 

relative seed protein yield (SPY) with ozone exposure and N application rate (Napp) using 

(A) the daytime average ozone concentration [O3]day and (B) AOT40 as the ozone 

exposure metric. 
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and wheat. In the case of soybean there was no indication of any effect of O3 on the SPC. 

This pattern was highly consistent. 

Of largest importance for the evaluation of any effect of O3 on the N efficiency is the response 

of SPY. If the protein yield is lower at a given level of N application, it represents a reduction 

in N efficiency since less of the applied N is present in the yield at harvest. This also means 

that N may be lost as a pollution to water or the atmosphere to a larger extent (Broberg et al., 

2017). As evident from Figure 11.6, the largest reduction in SPY from O3 was seen in soybean 

(slope coefficient -0.0058). This was the result of the negative effect on SY in combination with 

the absence of any positive response of SPC. In wheat, the positive effect on SPC 

counteracted the loss in SY, the net results still being a strong and highly significant negative 

effect of O3 on SPY. In rice, the SPY only showed a small, non-significant response to O3. 

In soybean, the main source of N is the symbiotic N fixation, not the N available from N 

fertilization. It becomes dependent on crop performance. The N fixation as a source of protein 

seems, under O3 exposure, to be negatively affected more or less in direct proportion to the 

loss in SY, leaving SPC more or less constant. The SPC of a weakened soybean plant (e.g. 

by ozone) thus cannot benefit from a larger N source in relation to SY since the N source 

seems to decline to the same extent as SY in contrast to the cereals for which mineral N 

fertilization is added at a certain rate.  
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Figure 11.4. Relationship between the relative effect on seed yield (SY) and daytime O3 

concentration, [O3]day, for (A) soybean; (B) rice; (C) wheat. Open circles denote data 

points representing statistical outliers for at least one of the studied response variables. 
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Figure 11.5. Relationship between the relative effect on seed protein concentration (SPC) 

and daytime O3 concentration, [O3]day, for (A) soybean; (B) rice; (C) wheat. Open circles 

denote data points representing statistical outliers for at least one of the studied response 

variables. 
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Figure 11.6. Relationship between the relative effect on seed protein yield (SPY) and 

daytime O3 concentration, [O3]day, for (A) soybean; (B) rice; (C) wheat. Open circles 

denote data points representing statistical outliers for at least one of the studied 

response variables. 
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Our study shows that major crops in global food production differ considerably in O3 sensitivity, 

not only with respect to the negative effect on SY (soybean = wheat > rice), but also regarding 

the stimulation of SPC (wheat = rice > soybean) and the negative effect on SPY (soybean > 

wheat > rice). Especially the loss of protein in soybean cultivation is a matter of large 

implications, which needs to be considered in analyses of food security/safety under different 

O3 scenarios. Finally, the mechanisms behind the different responses of SPC in soybean, 

compared to wheat and rice, and its connection with symbiotic N fixations should be 

investigated further for better understanding of the processes behind ozone sensitivity, 

including its agronomic implications, of the key processes of the N cycle. 

Analysis of the consequences of ozone for seed protein production using simple scenarios 

One aspect which has not been considered in the preceding section is the difference in the 

absolute level of protein in the three crops. The average protein concentration at zero O3 

exposure based on the database of the present study was 38.7%, 9.0% and 12.3% for 

soybean, rice and wheat, respectively. Average global seed yields for these three crops 

according to FAO (http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/) were (2013-2017): 2.7 ton ha-1 (soybean), 

4.6 ton ha-1 (rice) and 3.4 ton ha-1 (wheat).  

To investigate the implications of our results, the estimated SPY based on the absolute SY 

from FAO, SPC from the experiments and the SPY response regressions (Figure 11.6) are 

presented in Figure 11.7 for the three levels of [O3]day: 10 ppb (~preindustrial), 37 ppb (present) 

and a hypothetical projected further elevated [O3]day level of 60 ppb. The conclusion that the 

O3 impact on protein production is much larger for soybean than for the other two crops would 

be robust even in consideration of the uncertainties around the simplified assumptions of the 

calculations for Figure 11.7. The effect is larger for wheat than for rice, but this difference is 

smaller than that from soybean. The improvements in SPY by reducing [O3]day from current to 

pre-industrial levels suggested by Figure 11.5 are 200, 10 and 70 kg protein ha-1 for soybean, 

rice and wheat, respectively. 

Figure 11.8 shows the corresponding graph for SY. In this case, the difference in general 

productivity according to the FAO statistics has a strong influence on the pattern, rice being 

more productive than wheat and especially than soybean. Still, the lower sensitivity to O3 of 

the most productive crop, rice, as compared to wheat and soybean, is obvious. However, a 

certain level of relative yield loss translates into a larger absolute yield loss in a more high-

yielding crop. The improvements in SY by reducing [O3] from current to pre-industrial levels 

suggested by Figure 11.6 are 0.52, 0.23 and 0.54 ton ha-1 for soybean, rice and wheat, 

respectively. 

 

http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/
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Figure 11.7. Estimation of the typical seed protein yield (SPY) based on FAO statistic for 

global average yields and the response functions of the present study for three O3 

concentration scenarios: preindustrial O3 (10 ppb), the average O3 levels of the control 

treatments in the experiments (37 ppb) and a hypothetical future increased [O3] at 60 ppb. 

 

Figure 11.8. Assessment of the typical seed yield (SY) based on FAO statistic for global 

average yields and the response functions of the present study for three O3 concentration 

scenarios: preindustrial O3 (10 ppb), the average O3 levels of the control treatments in 

the experiments (37 ppb) and a hypothetical future increased [O3] at 60 ppb. 
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11.4 Conclusions 

The main conclusions of this investigation are: 

 The relative negative O3 effects on wheat seed yield and seed protein yield as well as 

the positive effect on seed protein concentration was independent of N application rate. 

This applied regardless if the average daytime ozone concentration or the AOT40 

index was used as the ozone metric. 

 An important implication of this for environmental policy work is that there seems to be 

no requirement to adjust Critical Levels for O3 effects on crops with respect to N 

availability. 

 In wheat and rice the seed protein concentration is enhanced by ozone exposure, the 

effects being of approximately the same magnitude din the two crops. 

 In soybean no effect of O3 on seed protein concentration could be observed. This result 

was highly consistent. 

 The negative effect of O3 on seed protein yield, and thus N efficiency, was largest in 

soybean and smallest in rice, wheat being intermediate.  

 Since the absolute protein concentration of soybean is on average much higher in 

soybean than in wheat (~3 times higher) and rice (~4 times higher), this translates into 

a much larger effect of O3 on absolute soybean compared to the cereals, which is very 

serious considering the important role of soybean as a protein source for food and feed 

globally. 
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12  Guidelines for gap filling in data required for flux modelling 
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12.1 Introduction 

In order to run the DO3SE model, or other flux models, a complete dataset of hourly 
meteorological and ozone inputs is required. However, often the original datasets can have 
gaps of missing data from a single hour up to several days. This document gives guidance 
on how to fill these gaps manually in order to be able to run the models. 
 
12.2 DO3SE minimum ozone and meteorological data requirements 

The minimum requirement for hourly meteorological inputs to allow the model to run is: 
Light (in PAR or Global radiation Wm2) 
Air temperature 
VPD (kPa) 
Ozone (ppb) 
Rainfall (mm) 
Air pressure (kPa, can be a constant value, used for every hour) 
Windspeed (can be a constant value, used for every hour if using open-top chambers or 
similar) 
 
12.3 File preparation 

 Keep a copy of original, uncorrected and unfilled data, and make a record of the changes 
that you make, and identify ‘filled and corrected’ data separately to ‘recorded data’. This 
will need to be done alongside the original data, as the DO3SE model uses .csv files 
which do not allow these notes to be stored. 

 

 Check that the pollution data (ozone, NO, NO2 and SO2) is in ppb.  A few analysers 

record in μg/m3.   

 Check for gaps in the data and fill in where required.  This includes checking that there is 
a row of data for each of the 24 hours in every day. 

 
It can help to identify complete rows of missing data by added a new column of dates, and a 
new column of time of day and manually filling this to generate the two columns of expected 
date and expected time. It is then possible to see where discrepancies appear between the 
expected date and time, and the actual recorded date and time. 
 
Gaps of 5 consecutive hours or less are filled in using the average of the previous available 
value and the next available value. Gaps of more than 5 consecutive hours are filled in using 
the values at that time on the previous and next day. E.g. value at 09:00 is the average of the 
value at 09:00 on the previous day and the value at 09:00 on the next day. 
 
This will work about 95% of the time, but check that the values filled in are appropriate.  
Problems are most likely to occur for gaps between approximately 08:00 and 18:00 due to the 
rapid changes during the day, mainly for temperature, light and ozone.  If the filled values are 
not appropriate, they should be adjusted to complement the real datapoints and patterns in 
the data. 
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12.4 Quality checking of the dataset 

Sometimes an anomalous value will be recorded, often due to electrical interference during 

the logging process. All data sets should be checked for unrealistic values. This can be done 

in excel or in R by applying data validation rules, for example to highlight data in the ozone 

concentration column where values are <0 or >100 ppb (or whatever value is appropriate). In 

this case, any ozone concentrations of <0 should be changed to 0. Any values greater than 

the higher limit should be identified, checked for plausibility and altered if they are not 

plausible. It will be necessary to look at the data immediately before and after the identified 

values in order to check this.  For the other columns of the dataset, these should also be 

checked for unrealistic values by setting data validation rules appropriate to the individual 

site and the parameter measured. However, there should always be checks using the data 

immediately before and after the identified values as sometimes unusual weather or pollution 

patterns can occur naturally. 

12.5 Gap-filling for large gaps 

Different methods may be applied to fill large gaps in time series depending on the particular 

conditions of the study site (topography, nearby pollution emission sources, availability of 

data from other sites or sources, etc.) and the parameter to be filled. The methods 

suggested here have been partly based on the recommendations provided by Raspe et al. 

(2016) and WMO (2018). Note that these procedures are not recommended to fill gaps in 

treatment variables such as ozone concentrations inside ozone fumigation plots during the 

course of the experiment. 

Large gaps may be filled using data from one, or more, reference monitoring stations located 

close to the study site. Careful selection of the reference monitoring station is important, 

particularly when considering factors such as whether the station is in an urban or rural 

setting, and the height and orientation of the station in mountainous regions.  The 

appropriate maximum distance between the study site and the reference monitoring station 

will vary depending on particular situations, and will be shorter in mountain regions than in 

flat areas in the absence of large emission sources. The choice should be always subject to 

an analysis of the correlation between the two datasets, rather than looking at the nearest 

available reference monitoring stations.  

The relationship between the reference and the study site datasets must be analysed for a 

relevant and sufficiently long time period centered in the gap to be filled, to ensure that 

reference data can be extrapolated to the study site, with over one season (3 months) long 

comparisons as a recommended time span, provided that meteorological conditions over the 

whole period can be comparable, i.e. avoid extrapolating data in summer based on 

relationships derived in winter. The comparison of reference and study datasets can be 

made by inspecting the time series and searching for common seasonal and yearly 

variability of the parameter of interest. The existence of outliers in both datasets can affect 

the gap filling and therefore these peak values must be checked before the relationship is 

further explored. Scatterplots, with reference monitoring data in the x-axis, are useful to 

check the correlation and bias between the two datasets as well as the existence of very 

dissimilar data.  

Once the initial checks have been performed, linear or other polynomial fitting equations 

from the analysis of the relationship between the reference and final datasets can be used to 

extrapolate the reference data for gap filling. Note that these relationships usually change 

with time, thus it is recommended that season- or year-specific equations are used for gap 

filling. Any other sub-sets of the data that improve the significance of the resulting 
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correlations can be used, provided that this is scientifically meaningful (e.g., subsets based 

on main weather conditions along the year). Ideally, coefficients of determination (R2) for the 

relationships between reference monitoring station and study datasets of 0.6 are a minimum 

requirement, although values above 0.8 are preferable. 

If several alternative reference monitoring stations are available, large gap-filling could be 

carried out based on geostatistical interpolations such as kriging methods (e.g. Di Piazza et 

al., 2011). 

In the absence of adequate reference monitoring stations, other choices are available for 

large gap-filling either based on analyses of the time series at the study site or using other 

data sources. Among the options for gap-filling based on the analysis of the time series are 

the average daily profiles and forecasting methods. Averaged daily profiles using 

observations from periods of similar length before and after the gap can be considered in 

most variables that show clear and smooth daily and seasonal profiles. This may be done 

provided that meteorological conditions can be considered homogeneous for the averaging 

period and the gap to be filled. On the contrary, highly variable parameters over time usually 

do not yield good results with this method. Forecasting methods could also be considered for 

filling large gaps without the need for reference monitoring stations, such as ARMA, ARIMA, 

SARIMA, artificial neural networks or other autoregressive methods (Sood et al., 2019; 

Tektas, 2010; Wijesekara & Liyanage, 2020 ).  
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